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MEXICAN LIBERALS AND THE
PUEBLO INDIANS, 1821-1829

G.

EMLEN HALL AND DAVID J. WEBER

W

HEN INDEPENDENCE FROM SPAIN seemed an irreversible fact
and he could no longer avoid acknowledging it, the last Spanish
governor of the isolated frontier province of New Mexico, the loyal
Facundo Melgares, ordered celebrations in honor of the birth of
the new Mexican nation. On 6 January 1822, the streets of Santa
Fe rang with the sound of church bells and guns fired into the air,
as people made their way to Mass, participated in processions,
listened to speeches, watched a special play, and danced well into
the night. Among the revelers were Pueblo Indians from Tesuque
who performed a "splendid dance" in the main plaza. 1
Although Pueblo Indians and Hispanics danced in celebration of
the new regime, they did not dance together. The two societies
coexisted but were separate in many ways. Since 1598, when Spanish-Mexicans first began to settle among them, the Pueblos. had
borrowed new kinds of animals, foods, technology, and ideas from
their neighbors, but they had borrowed selectively. The essentials
of Pueblo culture-language, religion, and sOciety-had remained
intact. One of the pillars of that indigenous culture was communal
land, which paternalistic Spanish legislation protected from encroachment by outsiders. By the time of Mexican independence,
some 9,000 Pueblo Indians lived in twenty villages, also called
pueblos, in the midst of four square leagues of land that officials
and Indians alike knew as the. pueblo "league."2 The exact boundaries of the leagues of many of the pueblos had never been surveyed with precision, but the means of determining the boundaries
was well understood by local custom. One would usually measure
a linear league, 5,000 varas or about 2.6 miles, from the cross
0028-6206/84/0100-0005 $2.80
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of the cemetery in the pueblo to the four cardinal points of the
compass. 3 As one Pueblo leader reminded a Spanish official, "the
king, God keep him, has given us one league of land to the four
winds. "4
With the coming of Mexican independence, legislation began to
undermine the sanctity of the square league of the Pueblo Indians
of New Mexico. One law radically changed the status of the Pueblo
Indians by promising them legal equality. A second law permitted
the government to dispose of unused communal lands. Both laws,
as we shall see, threatened to erode the previously inviolable Pueblo
league and thereby weaken the concept of communal ownership
of land that had served as the foundation of Pueblo society.
This new legislation had origins in European liberalism, then in
brief ascendency in Mexican political life. If communal ownership
of property was one of the pillars of Pueblo Indian society, "the
cornerstone of the liberal edifice was the individual property-owning citizen."5 Committed to the classic liberal precepts of legal
equality and the utilitarian individualism ofJeremy Bentham, Mexican liberals had little regard for communal property. As the oftendoctrinaire liberal Mexican philosopher Jose Luis Mora put it, "there
are no rights in nature and in society except those of individuals."6
Indians could not occupy a place of equality in Mexico, Mora argued, until the vestiges of Pueblo paternalism and special privilege
were excised. Under Spain, the Laws of the Indies had protected
Indian communal property unequivocally. "In no case," one law
read, "can these lands be sold or alienated."7 But in the liberal
view, articulated by Mora, Indians needed to acquire individual
parcels of land so that they might develop habits of hard work,
raise agricultural production, and achieve a "feeling of personal
independence."8
.
Mexican liberalism of the 1820s had long antecedents in Spain
and in Spanish America, but its most immediate reference point
was the legislation of the extraordinary liberal Spanish COrles, or
parliament, that met at Cadiz in southern Spain during the Napoleonic invasion of the Iberian peninsula. Beginning in 1808,
Napoleon's forces had not only overrun much of Spain and Portugal,
but the French emperor had virtually kidnapped the Spanish monarchs, Charles IV and his ambitious son, Ferdinand VII. In the
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absence of Spain's legitimate king and his heir, power fell to the
Cortes. Dominated by a group ofliberals, including some colonials
from America, the Cortes of Cadiz proceeded to reshape the autocratic Spanish government into a constitutional monarchy. The
nation's radical new charter, the Constitution of 1812, and other
acts of the Cortes were to apply to Spain's overseas empire as well
as to the mother country. 9
The new liberal legislation had little immediate impact on Mexico, much less on a remote frontier province such as New Mexico,
because the reactionary Ferdinand VII returned to the throne in
1814 and brought the reform movement to a halt. Six years later,
however, on the eve of Mexican independence, rebellious Spanish
officers and politicians resurrected the movement. In 1820 they
forced Ferdinand to restore the Constitution of 1812, reconstitute
the Cortes, and declare the previous acts of the Cortes in force in
Spain and her possessions. Thus, when the leader of Mexico's successful independence movement, Agustin de Iturbide, sought to
win Mexican liberals to his cause in 1821, he found it expedient to
declare that the Spanish Constitution and the acts of the Cortes of
Cadiz would remain in force in independent Mexico. 10
Under Iturbide, then, Mexico was born with a liberal constitution
inherited from Spain. Although Iturbide's empire was short-lived,
the spirit of Spanish liberalism lived on in the Mexican Constitution
of 1824.
The new liberal legislation had the potential to affect the Pueblo
Indians profoundly. First, it declared the equality of all Mexicans
before the law. In legislation of 9 February 1811, the Cortes of
Cadiz had decreed the juridical equality of Spaniards and Indians,
thereby eliminating old legal distinctions, some of which had been
designed to provide special protection for Indians. This law was
promulgated again in Mexico just prior to Iturbide's rebellion and
was distributed to the provinces. When a copy reached Governor
Melgares in New Mexico, he declared the "minority" of the Pueblo
Indians ended on 18 April 1821. Thereafter, Melgares wrote, the
Pueblos should be regarded "as Spaniards in all things."l1
The Iturbide government and the federalists who drafted the
Constitution of 1824 continued to regard all Mexicans, including
Indians, as equal before the law and repeatedly reaffirmed that

8
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principle. Article twelve of Iturbide's declaration of independence,
the Plan of Iguala, proclaimed that all Mexicans, "without any
distinction between Europeans, Africans, nor Indians, are citizens."
A law of 24 February 1822 affirmed "the equality of civil rights of
all free inhabitants of the Empire," and on 17 September 1822,
Iturbide ordered that in compliance with article 12 of the Plan of
Iguala, no one was to be classified according to racial origin either
in private or public documents. 12 After Iturbide's downfall, the
Constitution of 1824 implicitly reaffirmed the equality of all Mexicans, without mentioning Indians specifically.
In practice, the new status of equality that all Mexicans enjoyed
had little effect on Comanches, Apaches, and other tribes that did
not recognize Mexican sovereignty over them. The new legislation
did, however, affect the the Pueblo Indians. After Melgares ended
their minority, Pueblos ceased to be wards of the state with a special
"protector of Indians" assigned to look after their interests. 13 Following the liberal reforms some Pueblos operated their own municipal governments, paid taxes, and served in the militia with
other "citizens. "14 Priests in New Mexico were instructed not to
identify persons in parish records according to racial origins, and
members of the New Mexico assembly ceased for a while to use
the word "Indian," or "indio," to describe the Pueblos. 15 Instead,
New Mexico assemblymen began to refer to Pueblo Indians as
natives Chijos" or "naturales"), or citizens ("ciudadanos"). The legislators, as we shall see, clearly understood that the status of the
Pueblo Indians had changed along with their name.
Liberalism, then, with its most immediate antecedents in the
legislation of the Spanish Cortes, dramatically altered the legal
status of Pueblo Indians in theory and in practice. Similarly, but
with less success, Mexican liberals sought to place certain communal Indian lands under individual title.
Challenges to communal landholdings of indigenous peoples in
Mexico had antecedents in Bourbon Spain, but again it was an act
of the liberal Cortes of Cadiz that precipitated change in the Mexican period. 16 In an effort to promote agricultural development,
the Cortes had taken measures to convert certain public and communal lands to private ownership, with specific restrictions and
under carefully explained guidelines. The most important of these
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measures was a much-discussed colonization law of 4 January 1813.
Originating in the Agricultural Committee of the Cortes, this law
provided for the conversion to private ownership of vacant public
lands and certain unneeded communal lands, but the law specifically exempted those common lands, or ejidos, "necessary" to the
towns. The law of 4 January 1813 apparently remained in effect in
New Mexico until it was superseded by the Colonization Law for
the Territories of 21 November 1828. Ii
The law of 4 January 1813 had not distinguished between lands
belonging to communities of Indians and non-Indians, probably
because the Cortes had taken action in regard to Indian-owned
lands just two months before. Article five of a law of 9 November
1812, which applied specifically to Indians, had ordered that unused Indian communal lands be unfrozen and put to private use:
"if the communal lands are very numerous in respect to the population of the town to ~hich they belong, the lands will be divided,
up to half of these lands at the most. "18
Thus, this law of 9 November 1812 applied only to the surplus
lands belonging to Indian communities; it did not challenge the
.idea of community property to the extent that some liberals would
have wished. When the bill was first introduced to the Cortes, its
author, Florencio Castillo of Costa Rica, had proposed that half of
the communal lands of each Indian town, whether used or unused,
be divided and put into the hands of adult Indians. Castillo argued
the classical liberal line: ownership ofland would stimulate Indians
to work because Indians, like other men, are guided by self interest. 19 One of a series of measures designed to "alleviate and
improve the sad state of the Indians," Castillo's proposal was sent
to the Overseas Committee of the Cortes, which proceeded to
modify it. The committee recognized the benefits of putting communal lands into the hands of individuals and acknowledged that
this proposal conformed to the general philosophy of the Cortes,
but the committee argued that communal Indian land "always has
been viewed as a sacred place. "20 The communal tradition was too
well-entrenched among Indians to disturb. The committee, however, made one exception: "If the communal lands are very numerous in respect to the towns to which they belong, in this case
it would be very fair to divide up to h~l(of those lands into private
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property." Members of the Cortes agreed with this approach, and
adopted the committee's recommendation in article 5 of the law
of9 November 1812. That law was reissued again by the new liberal
Cortes on 29 April 1820, published in Mexico City on 2 September
1820, and would be applied in New Mexico in the 1820s. 21
The position of the Cortes had been clear, and New Mexicans
had a delegate representing them at the Cortes in 1812 who could
give them a firsthand report on this question. Pedro Pino of Santa
Fe, who had one of the longest journeys to make from anywhere
in the New World, had arrived late in the session, presenting his
credentials to the Cortes at Cadiz on 3 August 1812. Pino's journey
through Mexico had left him disturbed by the poverty and sedition
of landless peasants. On 20 November 1812, Pino offered a liberal
solution to the problem. The only way to extinguish the fires of
rebellion in Mexico, Pino told the Cortes, was to congregate people
in towns and "assign to every family land sufficient for its necessary
subsistence, inside the four leagues of common lands that each
town should have, as is the practice in the province of New Mexico. "22
This suggestion, along with several other proposals of Pino's, was
turned over to the Overseas Committee. After five months of study,
that body reaffirmed the sanctity of common lands, saying that "the
ejidos necessary for the towns cannot, nor should be, reduced to
private property; the laws of the Indies never permitted it." Moreover, the committee could find no law in the Laws of the Indies
that required a town to possess four square leagues, as Pino said
was the practice in New Mexico. That the laws did not specify this
was not a shortcoming, the committee argued, but a wise effort by
"those ancient legislators" to assure that the common lands be of
adequate size to meet the needs of a town's population. In any
event, the committee argued, the newly passed law of 4 January
1813 would "completely fulfill Sr. Pino's desires." That law, the
committee pointed out, gave provincial governments the power to
put those common lands that towns did not need into private hands. 2.1
In New Mexico, the idea that surplus land, or "tierra sobrante,"
might be taken from some of the Pueblos and put to use by nonIndians had been raised a few years prior to Mexican independence
on at least two occasions. Gov. Alberto Maynez had affirmed unequivocally, however, that the Pueblo league could not be given
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away or sold "without license from the king, because it is a patrimony or entailed estate, which no judge or governor has the authority to sell, in whole or in part. "24 The new liberal legislation
ended the protection of the Crown, and the first years of Mexican
independence saw a number of non-Indians petition the government for Pueblo land. 25
Under Mexico, petitions for Pueblo Indian land were usually
addressed to the New Mexico diputaci6n, a seven-member elected
assembly over which the governor presided. Like the new status
of the Pueblo Indians, the diputaci6n was also a creation of the
Cortes of Cadiz. New Mexico's first diputaci6n was elected in January 1822-none had existed in the Spanish period. 26 The law of
9 November 1812 required that the diputaciones carry out the
division of surplus communal property, according to local needs
and particular circumstances: "It should be understood that in all
of these divisions the provincial assembly will designate the parcel
of land that belongs to each individual, according to the particl,llar
circumstances of that individual and of each town. "27
On the surface, this act seems clear enough, but the law left
much unsaid. Although the law was clearly designed to benefit
Indians, it did not specifically say who would receive unused lands
from Indian communities. In New Mexico, for example, should the
land be divided among individual Pueblo Indians who might in
turn sell their parcels? Or would the land revert to the state, which
would be empowered to grant it to individuals? If the latter, who
might receive grants of the former Indian-owned lands? Indians?
non-Indians? or both? Consistent with liberal philosophy, the Cortes
intended to leave "the quantity, the timing, and the means of
dividing these vacant lands" to local governments, as one legislator
put it. 28 The ambiguity of the law, however, permitted inconsistencies and led to confusion in New Mexico.
The first inquiry to reach the New Mexico diputaci6n that specifically mentioned the law of 9 November 1812 came from the EI
Paso district, then under the jurisdiction of Santa Fe. In a letter
dated 18 March 1823, officials of the ayuntamiento, or town council,
of the former mission community of Real de San Lorenzo wanted
to know if it could partition surplus Pueblo lands to landless vecinos
in the area. Only one mission Indian lived at San Lorenzo, and
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few, if any, remained in the neighboring mission community of San
Antonio de Senecu. The ayuntamiento of San Lorenzo referred
specifically to the law of 9 November 1812 and asked if it applied
in New Mexico. 29
That year, 1823, saw Ituibide flee for Europe in the face of open
revolt and politicians scramble to fill the vacuum in power. Given
the political confusion in the nation's capital it is understandable
that the alcaldes in the frontier village of San Lorenzo would wonder if certain Spanish laws were still in force. The question would
continue to perplex New Mexico officials under the Constitution
of 1824, which remained in effect for eleven years. Under that
liberal charter, New Mexico held the status of a territory, setting
it apart from the other states that comprised the United States of
Mexico. As a territory, New Mexico came under the supervision of
Congress, which was to draw up regulations for its internal government. Congress never completed that task, however, so New
Mexico officials continued uneasily to follow the laws of the Constitutional monarchy established by the Cortes of Cadiz together
with the laws of the Mexican Republic. 30
Under the circumstances, there was ample room for confusion
and disagreement, but the Pueblo Indians and Mexican liberalism
seemed on a collision course. Not only was Mexican politics permeated by "an official atmosphere favorable to the disappearance
of the communal property of Indians," as one historian has put it,
but the expanding non-Indian population of New Mexico also coveted the fertile Pueblo lands that had previously been closed to
them. 31 Especially inviting was the "league" of the once powerful
pueblo of Pecos, strategically situated along the major trade route
between the Rio Grande Pueblos and the tribes of the High Plains.
The population of Pecos had fallen to eight or ten families by 1821,
and much of the pecosefws' richest lands had lain fallow and ungrazed. 32 Pecos seemed an ideal place to test the provision of the
law of 9 November 1812 that called for the diputaci6n to place
unused Indian communal land into private hands.
New Mexico officials had received petitions for vacant lands at
Pecos at least as early as 1821, but declined to distribute any Pueblo
land. 33 In 1824, however, the picture began to change. That year
the diputaci6n received requests for parcels of Pecos lands from
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four different parties. The first of those petitions, which the diputacion considered on 16 February, asked for lands at Pecos "that
the few natives do not cultivate. "34 The legislators responded prudently to the request, agreeing that they would consult with the
pecoseiios through their principal "caudillos" and gather information about the condition of the pueblo and the lands requested.
While the Pecos question was under review, the policy that the
diputacion would adopt in regard to uncultivated Pueblo land was
enunciated in a similar case involving Indian land in the Rio Grande
Valley.
On 16 February 1824, the diputacion also had considered three
different requests from eighteen persons who sought vacant farm
land ("tierra de labor") that belonged to San Felipe and Santo
Domingo, neighboring pueblos in the Rio Grande Valley. The diputacion appointed a committee to look into the matter and, among
other things, "inform the Indians that the governor had the right
to dispose of those lands to improve the decadent agriculture of
this vast territory. "35 Although it did not cite any specific act of the
Cortes of Cadiz, the New Mexico diputacion clearly echoed its
liberal utilitarian philosophy. A month later, the committee appointed by the diputacion reported that it had found three-fourths
of a league of vacant land at San Felipe and Santo Domingo that
the "naturales" said had been given them for pasture. This land
may have lain outside of the pueblo league; the records of the
diputacion are not clear on this point. After a brief discussion, the
legislators decided that the governor should go personally to the
two pueblos and "distribute [repartir] the lands that had been held
in common up to the present date, so that each one recognizing
his property might dispose ofit with the liberty ofthe other citizens,
and in virtue of this distribution, the excess land [tierra sobrante]
will be disposed of on the best terms."36 In other words, the diputacion had apparently decided to divide the land among individual Indians so that they might sell or lease it if they could not
use it themselves. The procedure would differ at Pecos the next
year.
Liberalism had clearly come to the Pueblos, but the diputacion
seemed determined to examine each case on its merits as the law
required. In the case of Pecos, the Pueblo Indians opposed the

This map shows the Pecos pueblo grant (18,763 acres) and reveals the impact of
a decision by the diputaci6n territorial in 1825 to apportion the valuable but
unused cienaga between Indian and non-Indian owners. The shaded area shows
non-Indian tracts that sandwiched ten Pueblo families between Hispanics on the
north and south. Map, courtesy of Em Hall.
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granting of their lands to "vecinos," as they called the non-Indians,
on the grounds that they themselves had scarcely enough farmland.
Although the pecosefios probably exaggerated their condition, the
diputaci6n ruled on 12 March 1824 to deny one of the requests by
non-Indians for Pecos lands. 37 Pressure, however, continued to
mount. Vecinos began to settle on the Pecos league without permission, and officials began to respond affirmatively to requests for
unused Pecos land. Within a year, when two groups of vecinos
found themselves occupying overlapping claims, the question of
surplus lands at Pecos reappeared on the agenda of the diputaci6n. 3~
On 16 February 1825, a year to the day after the diputaci6n had
begun to consider the Pecos, San Felipe, and Santo Domingo questions, one Miguel Ribera complained to the assembly that lands
that the governor had assigned to him at Pecos had already been
granted by the diputaci6n to the sacristan Diego Padilla. 39 The
legislators suggested a way to resolve the conflict, then went on to
express concern that this discord was arousing "various doubts
concerning whether or not the Pecos had the'right to sell lands or
block the grants made by this diputaci6n of lands that the Pecos
did not cultivate." These doubts, the legislators said, had been
dispelled by article 5 of the law of 9 November 1812, "which is
presently in force and should be applied according to the circumstances of each pueblo. "40 Subsequent actions of the diputaci6n
make clear the meaning of this somewhat ambiguous statement.
The diputaci6n regarded the Pecos as having the right to sell land
to non-Indian individuals, but the diputaci6n also asserted its right
to condemn surplus lands of the pueblo to the public domain and
to grant those lands to non-Indian individuals. The issues were
clarified within two weeks.
On 3 March 1825, the diputaci6n heard a complaint from the
"naturales" of Pecos, "claiming the right to a league of land that
they had in the time of the Spanish government." The legislators
responded by deciding to send two of their own, Matias Ortiz and
Jose Francisco Ortiz, to Pecos with instructions to explain to the
Indians that "just as their old obligations have ceased, so have their
privileges ended. They are equal, one to the other, to all the other
citizens who with them form the great Mexican family. "41 The twomember commission of Ortiz and Ortiz was to divide among the
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Indians the surplus lands of the pueblo "according to the spirit" of
the law of 9 November 1812. The diputacion made clear that the
Pecos Indians had the right to sell the distributed lands, if they
wished. After dividing the unused land among the pecosenos, Ortiz
and Ortiz were to report back to the diputacion on which lands
remained unassigned. Those lands were to be distributed to nonIndians who were "absolutely desolate." Preference was to be given
to a number of claimants who had already heard about the land
giveaway at Pecos and who had petitions for land on the agenda
of the diputacion that very day. They included Jose Maria Gallegos,
Jose Francisco Baca, a retired soldier named Rafael Benavides, and
Miguel Ribera and his partners who were reapplying for land at
Pecos. 42
The two commissioners lost little time. On 19 March Ortiz and
Ortiz were back in Santa Fe with their report. They had allocated
lands at Pecos to the heads of ten families of Pecos Indians and
eleven heads of non-Indian families representing the Benavides
and Ribera claimants. The commissioners had a list of seventeen
more persons who were to be given those lands that remained after
the initial apportionment. The diputacion decided to send the two
Ortizes back to Pecos to verify the allotment of the land, mark the
boundaries, and put the other claimants in possession of the former
pueblo lands. As recompense for this work, Ortiz and Ortiz could
receive plots of surplus lands themselves. 43 It was not simply liberal
ideology, then, that motivated some members of the diputacion to
begin to divide the surplus communal lands at Pecos.
During the first half of 1825, the diputacion was clearly committed to the liberal policy of redistributing unused Pueblo lands.
That summer, when it received a request from various individuals
for surplus lands from "the league" that belonged to the Indians of
the pueblo of Nambe, the diputacion proceeded to gather information, just as it had in the cases of Pecos, Santo Domingo, and
San Felipe. The legislators instructed the ayuntamiento of Santa
Cruz de la Canada to investigate the status of land at Nambe and
resolve the matter satisfactorily.44 In its efforts to apply the Law of
9 November 1812, the diputacion of New Mexico seems to have
operated firmly and fairly, gathering information before acting and
giving the Pueblos a chance to respond.
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As autumn of 1825 approached, members of the diputaci6n lost
confidence in their assertion of the right to divide surplus Pueblo
lands. This change of attitude coincided with the arrival of a new
governor, Antonio Narbona, who replaced Bartolome Baca. Narbona entered Santa Fe on 13 September 1825 and two days later
assumed his position at the head of the diputaci6n. That very day,
the diputaci6n refused to honor a request for the surplus lands
belonging to "the native citizens" of the pueblo of San Juan de los
Caballeros. The legislators resolved "not to consider this nor other
requests of its kind" until it received a general ruling from the
central government on a matter "of such significance. "4,5
A month later, when the Pecos Indians complained again about
violations of their "league," the diputaci6n decided that "after reviewing the antecedents and law of Spain upon which this diputaci6n is founded," to refer the matter to the central government.
The diputaci6n requested an interpretation of article 5 of the law
of 9 November 1812, and an explanation for why it should not
distribute the surplus lands of other Pueblos, as it had done with
Pecos. 46
The decision of the diputaci6n to secure clarification for future
decisions from Mexico City seems to have discouraged further applicants for surplus Pueblos lands. During the next few years the
diputaci6n apparently received few new requests and the redistribution of Pueblo lands halted before it had gone very far. 47 While
the diputaci6n awaited a ruling from Mexico City, the vecinos who
remained on the Pecos league began to sell their lands, according
to a complaint lodged by Pecos Alcalde Rafael Aguilar and other
Indians on 12 March 1826. These Pueblo Indians referred to themselves as "the principal citizens of the Pueblo of Pecos." They reminded the diputaci6n of the Pueblos' "rights as citizens," reasserted
their ownership of a square league, and asked the diputaci6n to
order the vecinos to stop selling the lands. Among other things,
the pecosefios charged the vecinos had not lived on the land the
five years required to receive clear title. 48 The diputaci6n responded by resolving "again" to send an inquiry to the central
government. In the meantime the governor should inform those
vecinos who held possession oflands within the area that the Pecos
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claimed "that under no circumstances may they [the vecinos] sell
or alienate those lands. "49
On 31 March 182l;), apparently in response to the latest petition
from Pecos, Governor Narbona sent another inquiry about the
Pecos situation, as well as a petition from the pueblo of Isleta, to
an official in Mexico City. Narbona's query was answered on 31
May 1826 by the first secretary of state, who asked that the diputacion and the governor provide him with more information
about the extent of the lands at Pecos, their origin and form, their
age, and their present function. 50 Narbona answered these questions on 14 October 1826 in some detail. His response showed
clearly that he had imbibed the prevailing liberal spirit. Narbona
viewed Indian communities as unprogressive; he favored converting all Pueblo lands to private property, not just unused lands. 51
The diputacion unanimously "confirmed and ratified" Narbona's
response. It apparently viewed his solution of the Pecos problem
as the best way to treat the lands of all the pueblos-"the remedy
that is necessary so that the pueblos of this territory, in general,
will flourish. "52 Considering that the sympathies of the governor
and the diputacion were not with Pecos, it seems remarkable that
these officials nonetheless followed legal channels all the way to
Mexico City to obtain a ruling in the case. Had they resolved the
matter locally, it seems unlikely that they would have risked reprisal
from the distant central government.
A search of a variety of government correspondence, as well as
the minutes of the diputacion from October 1826 to early 1829,
has failed to produce a record of a reply from the central government to Narbona's requests for a decision about the surplus Pueblo
lands. 53 These were years of intense political infighting in the nation's capital, and it is possible tnat New Mexico affairs were ignored. If a reply did come, it must have told local officials to stop
redistributing the surplus lands of Indian communities, for early
in 1829 the diputacion suddenly reversed itself.
This latest turn of events was prompted by the internecine fighting among non-Indian claimants to Pecos land and by a letter to
the governor" dated 9 March 1829, from Rafael Aguilar and Jose
Cota, first and second alcaldes of Pecos pueblo. The two Indian
leaders, both of whom signed with an "x," protested that for "five
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years going on six" they had sought protection from settlers who
moved onto their lands:
Please, Your Excellency, see if by chance the natives of our pueblo,
for whom we speak, are denied property and the shelter of the laws
of our liberal system. Indeed, Sir, has the right of ownership and
security that every citizen [todo ciudadano] enjoys in his possessions
been abolished?54

The answer to this question, as historian John Kessell has noted,
was "surprisingly unequivocal." The diputacion appointed a committee to look into the matter and its report, issued on 24 March
1829, concluded:
1) That all the lands of which they have been despoiled be returned to the natives of the pueblo of Pecos.
2) That the settlers who have possession of them be advised by
the alcalde of that district that they have acquired no right of possession because said grant was given to lands that have owners. 55

The diputacion approved both of these articles with the additional
clarification that "the lands that must be returned to the natives of
Pecos are those that have been granted and not those which they
[the Pueblos] sold." Explicitly, then, the diputacion again recognized the right of Pecos Indians to sell property as could other
Mexican citizens, but the diputacion now abjured its previously
asserted right to condemn surplus lands to the public domain and
to grant them to non-Indians. If surplus communal lands were to
be put into non-Indian hands, the Pueblos could do it themselves
and reap the profits, just like other citizens whose property Mexican
law repeatedly affirmed was inviolate.
The appeal by the leaders of Pecos pueblo. for "the rights that
every citizen enjoys" and the willingness of the diputacion to concede these rights is significant. It suggests a greater change in the
legal status of the Pueblos under independent Mexico than most
historians have acknowledged. 56 After mid-1825 the Pueblos no
longer appealed to special rights as Indians, as they would have
under Spain. Instead they argued for the rights of other Mexicans
and appealed to their prior ownership of land. On 14 May 1829,
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for example, Mariano Rodriguez of Picuris pueblo, who termed
himself a "citizen," protested the granting of common lands of
Picuris to two non-Indians. Among the arguments that Rodriguez
used was that the laws of Mexico "declare the property of citizens
sacred. "5; Rodriguez won his case.
The Pecos pueblo imbroglio did not end in 1829, of course. At
least one of the vecinos, Domingo Fernandez, requested the restitution of his lands at Pecos. He cited his right to that land by
virtue of the law of 9 November 1812, but the diputaci6n stuck by
its decision. 58 Fernandez then appealed his case to the Supreme
Court in Mexico City. When the Supreme Court asked the New
Mexico diputaci6n for further evidence in the case, the diputaci6n
replied that the matter fell within its own jurisdiction and that
"since time immemorial the land in question was the property of
the naturales" of Pecos. 59 The Supreme Court agreed that the case
fell under local jurisdiction and apparently sent the documents back
to New Mexico on 11 February 1830. 60
Although the diputaci6n in New Mexico abandoned the right to
place unused property within the Pueblo leagues into the public
domain, the new liberal legislation had permitted erosion of the
once-sacrosanct Pueblo communal lands. By defining the Pueblos
as citizens, and by removing government restrictions that gave the
Indians special protection, the liberals left the way open for Pueblos
to sell parcels of real estate. At Pecos, the vecinos who had settled
illegally under the now-rescinded policy of the diputaci6n refused
to go away. It appears that in 1830 Jose Cota, one of the last Pecos
leaders, sold a choice, well-watered tract of the commonlands to
Juan Estevan Pino, son of New Mexico's delegate to the Spanish
Cortes of 1812, Pedro Bautista Pino. Juan Estevan Pino permitted
the vecinos to stay on his newly acquired lands at Pecos. 61
Encroachment by non-Indians on the lands of New Mexico Pueblos probably accelerated in the Mexican period as some historians
have argued. 62 The vecino movement onto Pueblo lands, however,
seems to have occurred through the legal sale of Pueblo lands as
well as through the illegal actions of squatters. Indeed, squatting
on Indian land by non-Indians had become so extensive in New
Mexico that Pueblos would have been foolish not to sell land if a
non-Indian, who occupied a parcel free of charge, offered to pay
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for it in order to quiet title. By one count, vecinos outnumbered
Indians at fourteen of the New Mexico pueblos in 1821. 63
As one document suggests, the sale of Pueblo lands to nonIndians during the Mexican period may have become routine, but
the extent of such sales may never be definitively determined. 64
There were no contemporary deed books in which such land transactions were recorded, and few original deeds of land sales from
Indians to non-Indians apparently exist in public archives. Abstracts
of original deeds, however, suggest that a substantial number of
these sales occurred in the 1830s. 65
Thus, the liberal meas,Ures of the Spanish Cortes, as perpetuated
in the young Mexican Republic, eroded the legal underpinnings
of formerly inviolable community property belonging to New Mexico's Pueblo Indians. Through legal as well as illegal means, nonIndians apparently acquired parcels of Pueblo lands. Meanwhile,
the state retained the right to allocate certain communal lands until
the end of the Mexico period, even under conservative regimes,66
although it did not exercise that right in New Mexico after the
1820s.
By the end of the 1820s, then, the liberal program of putting
surplus community land into private hands apparently had come
to a halt among the Pueblos. Not only had liberal leadership in
Mexico City become fractionalized, personalistic,. and ineffective,67
but the Pueblo Indians themselves defended their property through
appeals to authorities. The pueblo of Pecos played the key role in
testing the applicability of the law of 9 November 1812 in New
Mexico, and the success of this nearly abandoned pueblo seems to
have blocked efforts to apply the law to other more populous pueblos.68
As a result, all of the pueblos except Pecos maintained a communal land base until the American conquest of New Mexico in
1846. On the eve of the United States invasion of New Mexico,
national and local~w alike recognized the sanctity of private property, whether it belonged to individuals or to communities. 69 On
23 February 1846, for example, one of a series of municipal ordinances drawn up by the New Mexico Departmental Assembly referred to the lands that towns "presently possess in common or
that they might acquire in the future." This document, which did
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not distinguish between Indian and non-Indian towns, not only
recognized communal property but acknowledged the possibility
of the expansion of communal property. 70
The Pueblos' successful resistance to the most extreme aspects
of liberal land reform was not an aberration. Throughout Mexico
and Central America in the 1820s, liberal efforts to convert communal Indian land into private holdings failed. Under the federalist
Constitution of 1824 such matters were left to the discretion of
individual states, many of which adopted their own agrarian laws.
Efforts to apply those laws, however, encountered overwhelming
obstacles: the need of municipalities to maintain common lands as
a source of tax revenue; the difficulty of defining "those who were
once called Indians" in areas where miscegenation had become
commonplace; the fear of some liberals that smaller units of private
land would fall prey to avaricious hacendados and have the counterproductive effect of promoting latifundismo; the urgency of other
problems that left matters concerning Indians very low on the
liberal agenda; and the tenaciousness of Indians themselves, who
fought with every weapon to maintain tradition. 71
The same liberal legislation that mandated the allocation of surplus lands of Indian communities also contained provisions that in
theory granted all Mexicans, including Indians, due process and
that guaranteed the protection of private property-be it owned
by communities or individuals. By appealing to their rights as
citizens, the Pueblo Indians staved off the liberal threat to their
communal property in the 1820s even though they could not always
protect themselves from squatters or resist the impulse to exercise
their new right to sell land. Not until the adoption of the controversial Ley Lerdo of 25 June 1856 (the Ley de Desamortizaci6n),
did Mexican liberals make another serious effort to turn Indian
common lands into small farms. This time their efforts had disastrous results for Indian communities throughout Mexico. 72 By then,
of course, sovereignty over New Mexico had changed again and
the Pueblo Indians had to learn to survive under a new legal system.
In the United States, too, the Pueblos would continue to hear
echoes of the nineteenth-century liberal philosophy of legal equality and individual private ownership espoused as the solutions to
their economic problems.
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39. Hall, Pecos, p. 65, notes that in a reapplication for Pecos lands of 1 March
1825, Miguel Ribera and his partners accused the Pecos of selling the land to
Padilla.
40. "Con este motivo se sucitaron [suscitaron] barias dudas sobre si tenia 6 no
derecho los pecos a bender tierras a embarazan las donaciones que hacia [sic]
esta Diputaci6n en las tierras que estos no cultiban; las [las dudas] cuales fueron
desechadas a virtud del art.O 5. 0 de la Ley de 9 de Noviembre de 1812: que se
halla bigente y debe tener efecto segun las circunstancias de cada pueblo.
"
minutes of the diputacion, 16 February 1825, MANM, r. 42, fro 257.
Herbert O. Brayer misread the sense of this session. Brayer says:
the question was raised as to whether the Pecos Indians could sell
their lands or prevent the assembly from making donations of those
lands which they claimed to own, but were not cultivating. The
provincial assembly ruled that such donations had been rejected in
accordance with Section 5 of the law of November 9, 1812, which
was a Spanish and not a Mexican law. This would seem conclusive
evidence that the Mexican officials in New Mexico considered the
status of the Indians to be unchanged. (Pueblo Indian Land Grants
of the "Rio Abajo," New Mexico [Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1939],
pp. 18-19.)
Not only did Brayer misunderstand the document, which says that Indians could
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sell their lands and affirms the right of the diputaci6n to distribute uncultivated
lands, but Brayer clearly did not look at the 9 November 1812 law that authorizes
this action by the diputaci6n. Moreover, because the law of 1812 "was a Spanish
and not a Mexican law" does not mean that the status of the Indian had not
changed from the colonial period. The law of 1812 marked the legal beginnings
of the change that had only begun to be implemented in New Mexico on the eve
of Mexican independence.
41. "Que asi como sesaron sus antiguas cargos, han terminado sus pribilegios,
quedando igual, unos y otros, a todos los demas ciudadanos que con ellos forman
la gran familia Mejicana," minutes of the diputaci6n, 3 March 1825, MANM, r.
42, fro 261. This paragraph derives from the minutes of this day. Hall's forthcoming
work on Pecos contains interesting details about the interests of Matias Ortiz in
Pecos land.
42. The diputaci6n gave Ribera's request precedence over any land that the
Pecos might have sold: "si dentro de los limites [of Ribera's request] han bendido
tierras dichos naturales, esta benta sera nula y de ningun valor por ser del expresado Ribera y socios" (minutes of the diputaci6n, 3 March 1825, MANM, r.
42, frs. 261-62). This statement clearly upheld the pueblo's right to sell its uncultivated lands; the sale would be "null and void" because the land belonged to
Ribera, the diputaci6n argued, not because it questioned the right of the Pueblos
to sell property within their league. Indeed, the diputaci6n had affirmed that
right just two weeks earlier. Hall, Pecos, provides a full discussion of these various
applicants for Pecos land.
43. Minutes of the diputaci6n, 19 March 1825, MANM, r. 42, frs. 272-73.
44. Minutes of the diputaci6n, 16 July 1825, MANM, r. 42, fro 284. There is
no record.in public archives of further action in this case.
45. Minutes of the diputaci6n, 15 September 1828, MANM, r. 42, fro 298. The
legislators referred to the Pueblo Indians from San Juan as "los ciudadanos naturales" (Lansing B. Bloom, "New Mexico Under Mexican Administration, 18221846," Old Santa Fe 1 [January 1914]: 244). Narbona presided over a diputaci6n
whose membership had changed in elections held the previous May (Bloom, "New
Mexico Under Mexican Administratin," p. 242). See Bloom, "New Mexico Under
Mexican Administration," 1 (October 1913): 165, for the previous composition of
the diputaci6n, and minutes of the diputaci6n, 16 July 1825, MANM, r. 42, fro
277-78, for its membership as of July 1825.
46. Minutes of the diputaci6n, 17 November 1825, r. 42, frs. 311-14: "Las
causas por que esta Diputaci6n no ha hecho con los demas pueblos del territorio
10 ejecutado con el cortisimo numero de los individuos que forman el antiguo de
Pecos." On 18 November when the minutes ofthe previous day were read, deputy
Francisco Ignacio de Madariaga noted that the minutes failed to mention that the
lands that the Pecos claimed were the same which the diputaci6n had divided
among the Pueblos themselves, giving the remainder to the vecinos who requested
them.
47. We have found no further requests for surplus Pueblo lands in the extant
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minutes of the diputacion for 1825, 1826, 1827, or 1828, with the possible exception of a request for land on the Pecos River that the diputacion considered
in its session of 16 March 1826 (minutes of the diputacion, 16 March 1826, fro
383).
48. Alcalde Rafael Aguilar et al. to the diputacion, Pecos, 12 March 1826, SANM
BLM, no. 1370. See, too, Kessell, Kiva, Cross, and Crown, pp. 445-46.
49. Minutes of the diputacion, 18 March 1826, MANM, r. 42, frs. 398-90:
"que de ninguna manera venden ni engagenen tales tierras." Hall, Pecos, p. 79,
citing SANM BLM, no. 1370, notes that on 21 March Governor Narbona ordered
vecinos not to alienate their property.
50. Letter to the Governor of New Mexico from [Sebastian] Camacho, Primera
Secretario de Estado, Mexico City, 31 May 1826, Governor's Papers, MANM, r.
5, frs. 29-32.
51. Narbona to Secretary of the Interior and Foreign Relations, Santa Fe, 14
October 1826, translated in Florence Hawley Ellis, A Reconstruction of the Basic
Jemez Pattern of Social Organization, with Comparisons to Other Tanoan Social
Structures (Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1964), pp. 59-61. The original is in SANM
BLM, 1371.
52. Minutes of the diputacion, 21 October 1826, MANM, r. 42, frs. 438-39.
53. During this interval requests were not made for surplus land at any pueblo,
and the diputacion respected the pueblo boundaries. A request by a non-Indian
for land in the jurisdiction of San Miguel del Bado, for example, received a
favorable response from the diputacion, with the proviso that the land be outside
the Pecos league (Minutes of the diputacion, 1 February 1828, MANM, r. 42, fro
553).
54. Aguilar and Cota to the governor, Santa Fe, 9 March 1829, SANM BLM,
no. 288(3). Hall's forthcoming Four Leagues of Pecos treats the squabbles among
vecinos that precipitated this letter.
55. We are using John Kessell's translation here, after checking it against the
original in SANM (Kessell, Kiva, Cross, and Crown, p. 448). We have dated this
document by checking it against the minutes of the diputacion, 24 March 1829,
MANM, r. 42, fro 605.
56. See, for example, Brayer, Pueblo Land Grants, p. 18; Jenkins, ''Taos Pueblo,"
p. 104; Harold H.Dunham, "Spanish and Mexican Land Policies and Grants in
the Taos Pueblo Region, New Mexico," Pueblo Indians I, ed. and compo David
Agee Horr (New York: Garland Publishing Co., 1974), p. 205; Simmons, "Pueblos
Since 1821," p. 206; Felix S. Cohen, Felix S. Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian
Law (1942; Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1976), p. 384; Joe S. Sando, The Pueblo
Indians (1976; San Francisco: Indian Historian Press, 1982), p. 71; James A.
Vlasich, "Pueblo Indian Agriculture, Irrigation, and Water Rights" (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Utah, 1980), p. 117; and Victor Westphall, Mercedes Reales: Hispanic
Land Grants of the Upper Rio Grande Region (Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1983),
pp. 111-12.
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57. Rodriguez to the governor, Picuris, 14 May 1829, in SANM BLM, no.
1374. Se,e, too, the related documents in this same group.
58. Fernandez to the governor, Santa Fe, 7 May 1829, SANM BLM, no. 288
(2); minutes of the diputaci6n, 12 June 1829, MANM, r. 42, fro 618.
59. "Una propiedad inmemorial de dhos. naturales," minutes of the diputaci6n,
26 November 1829, MANM, r. 42, fro 631.
60. Jose Marfa Paredes to Ramon Abreu, Segunda Sala de la Suprema Corte
de Justicia, Mexico, 11 February 1830, SANM BLM, no. 1369.
61. Hall raised the possibility of such a sale in "Juan Estevan Pino, 'Se Los
Coma': New Mexico Land Speculation in the 1820s," NMHR 57 (January 1982):
33-35. In that article he expressed doubts about the authenticity of the deed of
sale. His doubts were based on the sixty-year lapse between the making of the
deed in 1830 and its recording in the San Miguel County courthouse in 1894. At
the time he also wondered about the fact that no contemporaneous Pino document
mentioned the sale.
Since then Hall has found no corroborative evidence among the Pino papers,
but has learned that there was nothing remarkable about the delay in getting the
Pino deed to the county courthouse. Until 1846 no public repository existed for
private land sale documents. After 1850, territorial law required the recording of
land documents in the various county courthouses. Some residents did file their
pre-1846 documents after 1850. Most did not, at least not immediately. Particularly
in Hispanic northern New Mexico, residents saw no benefit in public recording
of private documents. Many feared that the new mandatory provisions would
result in land loss. As a result, residents tended to file documents, if they filed
them at all, in response to perceived emergencies. Many of the documents recorded in the late nineteenth century in the Santa Fe, Taos, and Rio Arriba county
courthouses originated in the early nineteenth and late eighteenth centuries.
Thus, the local county courthouses represent a largely untapped resource for
Spanish and Mexican land transactions. The sale in 1830 from Pecos pueblo to
Juan Esteven Pino falls into that mold.
In addition, Hall has since discovered that current landholding patterns in the
Pecos pueblo grant confirm the 1830 sale. West of the Pecos River, the center of
the cienega de Pecos remains today in the ownership of two families whose
separate titles are directly traceable to Pino's acquisition in 1830. East of the
Pecos River in the same vicinity the current land status story is more complicated.
Tracts there are smaller; ownership is more splintered. But titles to these tracts
stem directly from the Pino sale as well.
62. Simmons, "History of the Pueblos Since 1821," p. 207, and Myra Ellen
Jenkins, "The Baltasar Baca 'Grant': History of an Encroachment," El Palacio 68
(Spring 1961): 60.
63. Ward Alan Minge, "Frontier Problems in New Mexico Preceding the Mexican War, 1840-1846" (Ph. D. diss., University of New Mexico, 1965), p. 96, citing
the 1821 census of Fray Jose Pedro Rubin de Celis, reproduced in Bloom, "New
Mexico under Mexican Administration," 1: 28. These figures may be misleading,
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for the district covered by the census may have been larger than the boundaries
of a league of an individual pueblo, and so counted people who actually lived off
of pueblo land. See, too, Alvar W. Carlson, "Spanish-American Acquisition of
Cropland Within the Northern Pueblo Indian Grants, New Mexico," Ethnohistory
22 (Spring 1975): 97.
64. A document of 12 May 1841 adjusting the boundaries between the pueblo
of Laguna and the non-Indian town of Cubero .mentions "admitting as valid the
deeds which under the accustomed formalities may have been made in favor of
the citizen Marcos Baca by the members of the aforesaid pueblo" (quoted in
Jenkins, "The Baitasar Baca 'Grant,'" p. 63). The document is not in the surveyorgeneral records, as Jenkins indicates, but rather in U.S., Bureau of Land Management, New Mexico Land Grants, Records of Private Land Claims Adjudicated
by the U.S. Court of Private Land Claims, case No. I, reel 33, frame 51.
65. See, for example, "Indian Deeds: San Ildefonso Pueblo" File numbers
300.10-9-5, 8, 9, 12, a~d "Indian Deeds: Nambe Pueblo" File Numbers 300.5-99, 9.1 in the records of the Pueblo Lands Board, Southern Pueblo Agency, Albuquerque. The San Ildefonso abstracts, prepared by board personnel, show two
pre-1829 sales to non-Indians by the pueblo and twenty sales between 1829 and
1846. The Nambe abstracts show one pueblo sale to a non-Indian prior to 1829
and seven sales between 1829 and 1846. The Pueblo Lands Board abstracts contain
only a clerk's transcription of the essential elements of deeds presented to the
board. Of the twenty deeds presented to the board documenting San Ildefonso
pueblo sales between 1829 and 1846, only two had been recorded at the time in
the appropriate county courthouse.
66. Article 77 of the law of 20 March 1837, and deereto of 26 August 1842, in
Dublan and Lozano, Legislaci6n mexicana, 3: 330, and 4: 256, respectively.
67. If the Constitution of 1824 reflected a liberal consensus, that consensus
began to dissolve by 1826. See Jesus Reyes Heroles, Elliberalismo Mexicano, 2:
La sociedadjluctuante (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Aut6noma, 1958), pp. 4778.
68. Pecos was abandoned by 1838. The pressure of non-Pueblos who sought
Pueblo lands may have hastened the pueblo's demise, as John Kessell suggests.
Other reasons, too, contributed to the abandonment of Pecos: disease; raids from
nomads on the Plains; the departure of the Franciscans; and perhaps internal
dissension. See Kessell, Kiva, Cross, and Crown, pp. 455-58.
69. The Bases Organicas of 1843 declared that: "La propiedad es inviolable,
sea que pertenezca a particulares 6 a corporaciones ... " (title 2, article 9, part
12, in Felipe Tena Ramirez, Leyesfundamentales de Mexico, 1808-1971, 4th ed.
[Mexico: Editorial Porrua, 1971], p. 408).
70. "Las tierras que en comun poseen actualmente 0 que en adelante adquieran," chapter 5, article 31, part 2, Municipal Ordinances, 23 February 1846,
drawn up under title 7, article 34, no. 10 of the Bases Organicas, SANM BLM,
no. 1106. See, too, papers pertaining to the Ojo de la Cabra Case, SANM BLM,
nos. 1381-83 and no. 677.
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71. See Hale, Mexican Liberalism, pp. 215-16, 231-34; Gonzales Navarro,
"Instituciones indigenas," pp. 121-24; Rodriguez, The Cadiz Experiment in Central America, p. 210; Jesus Silva Herzog, El agrarismo mexicano y la reforma
agraria: exposici6n y critica (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1959), pp.
38-66; and Edward H. Spicer, Cycles of Conflict: The Impact of Spain, Mexico,
and the United States on Indians of the Southwest, 1540-1960 (Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1962), pp. 334-39.
72. The effects of the Ley Lerdo on Indian communities are discussed in many
sources. See, for example, Gonzales Navarro, "Instituciones indigenas," pp. 12533, and Jean Meyer, Problemas campesinos y revueltas agrarias, 1821-1910 (Mexico: SepSetentas, 1973), pp. 27-34, 116-18.

THE SANTA VISTA OF AGUSTiN FERNANDEZ
DE SAN VICENTE TO NEW MEXICO, 1826

CONNIE CORTAZAR

IN 1826 THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT sent Agustin Fernandez de
San Vicente as special envoy to New Mexico in a belated effort to
end the growing antagonism engendered by the many years of
neglect from church and state. His mission had two main objectives:
he was to investigate reports of clerical abuse and institute reforms
wherever possible, I and he was to gather information regarding
certain individuals suspected of seeking the overthrow of the Mexican Republic. 2 Basic to his enterprise was the urgent need to
reestablish a peaceful and orderly society in which the Mexican
church and state might rule without fear of an effective opposition.
Thus, in 1824 the bishop of Durango, Marques de Castafiiza, nominated Fernandez as vicar-general and ecclesiastical governor of
New Mexico. The appointment became official two years later when
the vicar's nephew, President Guadalupe Victoria, and the Mexican
Senate gave their approval to Castafiiza's selection. 3
Early in the year 1826 the well-rounded, slightly less than energetic racionero (prebend) Agustin Fernandez de San Vicente took
leave of his fellow clerics at the cathedral of Durango to begin a
long journey to the remote frontier province of New Mexico. 4 As
was usual during such assignments, a fawning entourage accompanied Fernandez and catered to his every whim. 5 Although the
trip was long and difficult for the peripatetic canon, it allowed him
to pursue his interests in wine, women, and gambling far from the
watchful eyes of his religious superiors. 6 Yet the cost of his personal
indulgence was high and within a few days of his arrival in New
Mexico Fernandez found himself in the embarrassing position of
writing to a clerical associate in Durango imploring financial aid.
0028-6206/84/0100-0033 $1. 60
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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I have arrived almost penniless because of my many travelling ex-

penses. Then if you take into account my household expenditures
and other daily outlays ... you will understand my situation. Because of this I ask D. M. Pacheco to find out if there is any way by
which I might receive my monthly allowance here without fail, and
now I am making the same request of you in the hopes that you
will be able to resolve my urgent needs. There is no hope on this
end as around here one never sees any currency unless by a rare
accident.... 7
Despite the vicar's inability to handle his monetary affairs, Ferll<lndez was not merely a bonvivant mindful only of the hedonistic
pleasures to be found along the road to Santa Fe; he was also an
astute politician well-seasoned for his assignment. In 1821 Agustin
de Iturbide had sent the prelate to the Californias to encourage a
peaceful transition from Spanish to Mexican rule. During this trip,
Fernandez travelled northward past Bodega Bay to the Russian
settlement at Fort Ross to determine whether the Russian occupation constituted a danger to Mexican claims of sovereignty in the
region. In addition, Fernandez served as chaplain of the National
Army and was well-acquainted with important military officers. 8
But perhaps most significant in his list of qualifications, aside from
family connections, Fernandez was a secular cleric and a liberal
who supported the ideals and policies of President Victoria's administration. 9
Fernandez not only supported his nephew's policies, he also
shared a fear of Spanish intrigues against Mexico. Spain clearly had
not relinquished the idea of regaining control of her former possession. Fernandez knew that the Vatican supported Spain in this
matter and therefore opposed a transition from Spanish to Mexican
control of the Patronato. 1O Without the rights and privileges of
patronage, ecclesiastical positions remained vacant, and the church
was plunged into a chaotic paralysis that affected the lives of the
faithful throughout Mexico. Worse still, without the patronato,
Mexican independence was incomplete and government plans for
a state church became impossible. Spain seized the patronage issue
as an opportunity to create further dissension and controversy in
the already shaky republic. Meanwhile, Franciscans in New Mexico
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remained loyal to Spain and spoke openly against the establishment
of a Mexican church. 11 Reports of Franciscan faithlessness reached
authorities in Mexico City and reenforced the government's determination to secularize the missions the Spanish priests still controlled. President Victoria instructed Fernandez to make a thorough
investigation into the "political and moral" conduct of the mission
fathers as a preliminary step to the proposed secularization. 12 The
prelate was to relay this information to the government before
taking independent action.
The secularization issue was a second major ingredient in Fernandez's growing xenophobia; he believed that disloyal Spanish
friars were using their position to further their partisan goals. 13 The
desire for secularization ran deep in Fernandez and perhaps may
only be understood after a brief review of some of the significant
elements in the controversy. Secularization was the child ofa liberal
age grown heady with the intoxicating idealism of the philosophes
who had championed the rights of all men while denouncing the
royal prerogative of all monarchs. Those favoring secularization
pointed to the injustice of the mission system that perpetuated
economic and social inequality by allowing an ecclesiastical oligarchy to control the destinies of its Indian wards. The collapse of this
system, these philosophers believed, would not only free the natives, but also open up thousands of acres of land theoretically held
in trust for the Indians by the mission fathers. 14 In addition, by
transferring control of the missions from the Franciscans to the
secular priests, the Mexican government would save a large sum
of money, since salaries for the Franciscans were paid out of the
national treasury while secular priests were recompensed by the
parishioners within their particular jurisdiction. 15 Finally, and possibly most important for Fernandez, secularization represented a
symbolic victory of the secular orders over the mendicants after
more than two centuries of struggle for supremacy. The Franciscans
(one of the mendicant orders) enjoyed enormous influence in the
early years under Hernan Cortes, but by the end of the sixteenth
century they had grown too powerful for the tastes of the Spanish
king who likened their pretensions to those of the would-be feudal
lords of his American empire. 16 The subsequent rise of the secular
orders signaled the beginning of the decline of the mendicants in
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New Spain. Franciscans and their fellow nonseculars were then,
in effect, given the option of dying a slow death by attrition in the
prestigious metropolitan areas or of braving the hazards inherent
in the conquest of the frontier. 17 The Franciscans chose the latter
alternative and contributed enormously to the northern advance
of the Spanish frontier in America, yet the bitter legacy of factionalism did not end with the Franciscan hegira to New Mexico. Sentiments of mutual antagonism continued into the early nineteenth
century and eventually formed the backdrop for many of the activities of the secular canon Fernandez during his santa visita.
Thus, Fernandez set out for the remote province of New Mexico
with a firm commitment to reform the beleaguered church in that
area. Certainly he was not the first to realize how badly reform
was needed among the churches and clerics of New Mexico. It is
probable that Fernandez's briefing on circumstances in the province included a review of the constant flow of written complaints
from that area to the bishop in Durango. If so, he knew that in
1820 don Juan Bautista Guevara, visitor-general of New Mexico,
wrote Bishop Castaniza regarding the church's decline in the region. Guevara explained that twice the number of priests then
working in New Mexico would still be insufficient to enable the
church to function properly. 18 A year later, two clerics from Belen
stated that the inadequate number of priests was aggravated by
the scarcity of religious materials needed to perform the sacraments
and masses. 19 Others lamented the great distances between parishes and the greed of the priesthood that sought to enrich itself
by exploiting the natives. 20 Perhaps Antonio Barreiro provided the
most graphic description of the New Mexico of Fernandez's time
in his Ojeada published in 1832; while travelling through the province Barreiro discovered that because of a lack of cemeteries the
dead began to decompose before a place was found to bury them. 21
New Mexico's critics attacked not only the church and its clergy,
but also the land and its inhabitants. In a report to the bishop of
Durango in 1821, Presbyter Jose Francisco Leyva wrote that in
the villa of Albuquerque where the castes (mixed-bloods) outnumbered Spaniards two to one, small clusters of farmers and herdsmen
clung tenaciously to the land along the banks of the Rio Grande.
These people complained of neglect by both religious and civil
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authorities. 22 Leyva explained that by the 1820s even church buildings in New Mexico reflected the poverty and frustration of the
population. For example, the church of San Felipe de Neri in
Albuquerque, where Leyva worked as interim priest, had cracked
interior walls. Five niches held sacred statues, and two of the
statues were damaged or broken, while the others were only in
fair condition. 23 Moreover, in a nearby storeroom, two boxes of
ornaments and an oil portrait of Christ lay forgotten and yellowing
with age. Leyva stated that the church had fallen into such a state
of disrepair that in order for the priest to deliver his sermon he
was forced to mount a rickety old ladder attached to the pulpit.
Repeated pleas for financial aid had apparently gone unheeded as
Leyva concluded his message to Castaniza explaining that because
of lack of funds neither the church nor the priests were properly
equipped to fulfill their assigned functions in the community. 24
Similarly, in 1825, don Manuel de Jesus Rada, proprietary curate
of the villa de Santa Cruz de la Canada and future secretary to the
vicar-general during his santa visita in New Mexico, described the
geography, climate, and people of the region in the most derisive
terms. 25 He wrote that New Mexico was a barren place with harsh
winds that swept the land continually. There was hardly any water,
wood, currency, or basic necessities of life to be found, and the
people were poor and weakened from a variety of diseases. Most
New Mexicans made their living by working with ·wool and its'
byproducts. Rada explained that raising animals for food was difficult because so much of the livestock died during the cold winters
and marauding Indians usually stole the few that managed to survive. 26 Thus men who lived and worked in New Mexico of the early
nineteenth century often characterized the province as a wasteland
of misery and despair dominated by an ecclesiastical elite burdensome to its own people. It was here that the Mexican church and
state sent peripatetic canon Agustin Fernandez de San Vicente with
orders to curb abuses and reestablish good government.
Fernandez arrived in Santa Fe on 7 April 1826 and a few days
later wrote his associates at the cathedral of Durango regarding his
impressions of New Mexico. His words echoed the testimony of
Guevara and others who had expressed indignation at .the abandoned state of the church and the apathy of so many of its func-
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tionaries. Clerics, Fernandez reported, were in such short supply
that some congregations had no priests; others had them, but they
were too far removed from centers of population to administer to
the needs of the people. 27
Although Fernandez arrived in the New Mexican capital in early
April, he did not officially begin his tour of inspection until 17
August. The intervening period of four months found the prebend
busily engaged in gathering data to aid him in his program of
reform. On 10 May he left the city to examine the few cemetery
sites in and around Santa Fe. He found them run-down, overgrown
with weeds, and too overcrowded. To alleviate the problem, he
immediately ordered the construction of as many new burial sites
as necessary to meet the needs of the people. A week later he sent
out a circular to all parishes and missions requesting an ecclesiastical census and report on all clerics working in the province. He
requested detailed personal information as well as a description of
their duties and positions. 28 On 30 May he issued a second circular
that he ordered distributed to everyone living within the limits of
his ecclesiastical jurisdiction with the sole exception of the missions
and their personnel. 29 Although Fernandez mentioned the need for
greater religious devotion and discipline, the majority of his remarks concerned clerical abuses and the need for reform. He called
on New Mexicans to come forward without fear of retaliation and
denounce any priest who behaved in a fashion unbefitting his Christian calling, and to make sure that no one could plead innocence
regarding his directives, he instructed his secretaries to make copies of his requests and to place one in each public gathering place. 30
This circular, printed at the behest of such an important church
dignitary, became a tool that Fernandez manipulated in order to
extract information from a people anxious to comply with their
Christian duty. Also Fernandez distrusted the sympathies of several
New Mexican priests, especially those born in Spain, and he used
the circular to aid him in determining political as well as moral
deviation among the clergy. 31
The archives in the cathedral in Durango contain numerous complaints regarding the vicar's dealings with the Franciscans. This
hostility, of course, is understandable in light of the circumstances.
Even before Fernandez arrived in New Mexico, many New Mex-
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icans had learned to resent the presence of the mendicants, and
some had even asked for the immediate secula~ization of the missions. 32 The friars now feared that the secularization process, begun
in 1797 with the removal of the missions at Santa Fe, La Canada,
and Albuquerque from their control, might be part of a larger
scheme for total seizure oftheir holdings. They became increasingly
apprehensive when in 1824 the New Mexican legislature requested
the secularization of the missions at Taos, San Juan, Belen, and
Bado,33 but no further action took place until 1826 when Fernandez
began his investigation into their affairs.
Fernandez concluded that none of the Spanish priests favored
the Mexican government or the liberalism it expoused. 34 Regarding
these clerics, Fernandez said: "I pretend not to notice the dislike
which they all have for our system of government. . . ."35 Apparently this ostrich-like attitude soon evaporated upon closer contact
with recalcitrant friars. Fernandez was particularly incensed by the
behavior of Father Sebastian de Alvarez, custos of the New Mexican
missions; Fernandez blamed Alvarez for inciting mission personnel
to rebel against the newly constituted authorities of the Mexican
church and state. 36 He was so angry with Alvarez that he revoked
his licencias until the curate promised to mend his ways.37
Fernandez's relations with other mission priests were not much
better than they had been with Alvarez. In July 1826, the vicargeneral suspended Father Buenas Muro from all further religious
activity in the San Geronimo de Taos Mission. He accused Muro
of clerical improprieties relating to indulgences and foreigners living within the province. 38 Muro vehemently protested his suspension and wrote that he held Fernandez responsible for the loss of
everything from the use of his arm to his reputation and honor. 39
Muro's complaints were useless because on 23 July 1826 Fernandez
secularized the mission at Taos and replaced Muro with don Antonio
Jose Martinez y Santiestevan. 40
Fernandez's correspondence suggests that of all the experiences
he had with the missions, the situation he encountered at the
mission of San Lorenzo de Picuris affected him most. 41 In a brief
diary concerning the events of his visit there, he wrote that he felt
great mortification from the moment of his arrival at nine in the
morning until his departure three hours later. He refused to remain
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long enough to eat his lunch. Fernandez found the religious buildings on the premises crumbling with rot and decay, while the friars
did not even bother to wash their vestments, which he described
as filthy kitchen rags. Fernandez also discovered that the priests
demanded rigorous labor from the natives of the area, and when
the Indians sought recompense for their efforts, Father Manuel
Bellido, the head of the mission, told them to go to hell. In addition,
Fernandez accused Bellido of seizing the best of the mission's lands
as well as most of the water from the nearby river for his own
cattle. As far as Bellido was concerned, if the Indians wanted water
they had to work for him to get it.
Moreover, Bellido's activities were not confined to those of an
entrepreneurial nature. The vicar denounced him as an unrepentant profligate whose scandalous affair with Rosalia Baca had become the talk of the town. Rumor even had it that this liaison had
produced a daughter approximately six years of age. The feeling of
controlled rage the august prelate must have experienced when
confronted by an individual such as Bellido who openly broke the
laws of the church and then flaunted his errancy in public view
permeates the list of complaints. Fernandez knew that Bellido had
been warned repeatedly to make the appropriate changes in his
life style and clearly indicated that Bellido was not going to get
away with mere lip service this time. The canon warned Bellido
that he intended to return soon to see if his demanded reforms
had been implemented. In view of Fernandez's reputation as an
inveterate philanderer, Bellido must have found the vicar's exhortations slightly absurd. Bellido listened to the vicar impatiently and
finally became so incensed with the prolonged sermonizing that in
one last display of defiance he made an ugly face at Fernandez and
then stuck out his tongue at him. Fernandez reacted severely,
permanently relieving Bellido from his curacy and secularizing
Picuris as well as the other northern mission sites. 42 Thus, by the
end of the summer of 1826, Agustin Fernandez de San Vicente had
broken the back of the New Mexico mission system and initiated
the painful transition from a Spanish church to the church of Mexico.
Fernandez's tour of duty did not begin officially until 15 August·
1826 when he went to the parochial church in Santa Fe, where
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Father Juan Tomas Terrazas greeted him at the door, led him inside
and celebrated mass. Fernandez reported that the church hadheen
abandoned to such an extent that there were not even any wax
candles for the altar. 43 Later that same day, the prelate was further
chagrined when he visited the Third Order of Saint Francis chapel
that adjoined the parochial church on its southern side. This religious edifice had considerable historical significance since it had
been established toward the end of the seventeenth century when
Diego de Vargas was governor of New Mexico. Franciscans, whose
by-laws demanded that it remain exclusively in their hands,44 had
always operated the chapel. Fernandez was apparently unmoved
by the institution's historicity, however, because when Terrazas
explained that the chapel lacked the basic materials necessary to
say mass, Fernandez became disgusted and revoked its "document
of concession" and instructed the priest to refrain from participating
in any future religious services held there. 45
Fernandez also stopped to examine the chapels of San Miguel,
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, and Nuestra Senora del Rosario.
He found them in even worse condition than that of the Third
Order of Saint Francis; they were dirty with broken doors and
windows and utilized inadequate security precautions. Indignant
at finding the chapels so dilapidated, Fernandez demanded that
they be repaired or closed. 46
It is noteworthy that Americans travelling through Santa Fe more
than twenty years after Fernandez's sojourn there found conditions
quite as deplorable and chaotic as those the canon described. It
was almost as though they had somehow been led to expect more
from New Mexico than circumstances warranted, and then, disappointed with their discovery, had sat down in unison to criticize
the place and its people. Private Marcellus B. Edwards, marching
with Colonel Doniphan's troops in 1846, wrote a letter to his brother
portraying Santa Fe as a filthy little mud village where women
often relieved themselves on the public street without embarrassment. 47 He described the many canals that ran throughout the city
carrying a contaminated water supply used for cooking, washing,
playing, right up to the door of each citizen. 48 In the center of the
town, Edwards went on, was the traditional plaza, flanked on one
side by the Palace of the Governors and on the other by small
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trading establishments and the town jail. According to his account,
when American troops converged on Santa Fe after the war with
Mexico, they entered this jail and in one of the empty cells found
a long rope strung with human ears. 49
George F. Ruxton recounted a siinilar tale in Adventures in
Mexico, published in 1847. Ruxton dwelled at some length on the
miserable social and economic conditions that he found throughout
New Mexico. Like Edwards, he was critical of the exclusive use of
mud and adobe for town construction, and he was exasperated to
discover that there was not even one stone building in all of Santa
Fe, which he described as looking more like a "prairie dog town"
than the capital of a newly conquered American territory. 50
Fernandez would, no doubt, have noted a grim irony in the fact
that he and the interloping Americans agreed on so much concerning New Mexico. Yet, there could have been no satisfaction
for him in this concurrence, as his goal was to strengthen national
unity while Americans endeavored to sever it. His study of the
ecclesiastical structures of Santa Fe concluded,. Fernandez next
turned to the church's recordkeeping system. He saw that Father
Terrazas had been entrusted with the duty of registering all baptisms in his diocese since 10 June 1821. The canon commented
that these ordinances appeared to have been correctly administered
although he was disappointed with the way in which baptisms
before 1787 were documented; they often lacked sufficient information regarding the grandparents of the individuals baptized. 51
Then on 5 September 1826, while continuing his examination of
Terrazas' work, Fernandez encountered two baptismal registers. In
one of these Terrazas had listed 1,096 entries, but according to
Fernandez, although the documentation was adequate, the methodology was not. 52 Thus, despite Terrazas' kind words regarding
the vicar's integrity expressed in a letter to his superiors at the
cathedral in Durango, Terrazas, like so many other New Mexican
clerics, failed to escape Fernandez's censure. 53
Father Manuel Rada had directed similar criticism against Terrazas in 1821, by protesting Terrazas' slowness in implementing
the suggestions of Juan Bautista Guevara during his term as vicargeneral of New Mexico. 54 Rada faithfully served as Fernandez's
secretary during the prebend's visit to New Mexico and was one
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of the few to receive approval for his activities and behavior. 55
Perhaps it was for this reason that shortly before leaving New
Mexico, Fernandez appointed Rada his official replacement as vicargeneral with the same duties and privileges that Fernandez had
held during his santa visita. 56
With autumn approaching, Fernandez decided to commence the
long journey back to Durango. He had not wanted to stay very
long in the forlorn province and had repeatedly expressed his revulsion for many of the people and circumstances he encountered
there. He had failed to institute any lasting reforms among the
clergy; perhaps he was too great a philanderer to convince his coreligionists concerning the joys of celibacy. However, he was somewhat more successful in determining the pro-Spanish sympathies
of several priests thus corroborating official suspicions of foreign
intrigue and hastening the secularization process. Nonetheless, aside
from Fernandez's detective work, the government might have
achieved the same results of secularization simply by sending orders from Mexico City demanding immediate compliance by the
friars. The friars, Fernandez maintained, thwarted all his efforts to
reduce factionalism and restore peaceful relations to the area. But
the Franciscans were not solely responsible for conditions in New
Mexico during the 1820s. These had been precipitated by Napoleon's invasion of Spain and the uncertainty and chaos that followed
throughout Spanish America, as well as by Spain and Mexico's
neglect of that distant region.
Fernandez's mission in New Mexico resembled that of the little
Dutch boy who single-handedly sought to hold back the tides. In
1826 chronic civil strife divided Mexico. Conservatives battled liberals for the dominant position in Mexico's government, while clerics loyal to Spain sought to undermine Mexican efforts to unify the
disparate elements of her far flung northern empire.
On 16 April 1834 a federal decree secularized all Mexican .missions. This legislation had little effect in New Mexico because all
the priests there, regular or secular, were in such short supply. A
strong pOSSibility exists that the mission system in New Mexico
would have collapsed of its own weight without Fernandez's assistance. The ideals of the Enlightenment and the theoretical equality
conceded each citizen under Iturbide's Plan de Iguala would have
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eventually eroded the power base of the mISSIOn system by removing the institution's raison d'etre. Even without ideological
influences, however, the mission could not have continued indefinitely without sufficient personnel. But the Mexican government
determined that the missions served as an archaic reminder of a
despised colonial past and as such would have to be legally terminated.
Fourteen years after Fernandez completed his santa visita in New
Mexico, the new bishop of Durango, Jose Antonio Laureano de
Zubiria, sent Franciscan friar Mariano de Jesus Lopez to New Mexico in a futile effort to stem the mounting antagonism that many
years of civil and clerical neglect had engendered. So desperate
was the need for priests in New Mexico that Zubiria had apparently
been tempted to foster the reestablishment of the mendicants there.
At any rate Zubiria's decision proved irrelevant because three years
after L6pez's arrival in New Mexico, the Franciscan father died,
and New Mexico became a territory of the United States. Perhaps
had Fernandez been able to gaze into the future and witness the
reinstatement of his old enemies in New Mexico, he might have
shrugged his shoulders good-naturedly. Gambler that he was, he
probably knew that the odds were against him all along.
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MANUELARMIjO, GEORGE WILKINS KENDALL,
AND THE BACA-CABALLERO CONSPIRACY

JANET LECOMPTE

IN

FEBRUARY 1840 Ramon Baca and Esquipulas Caballero, officers
of the presidial troops of New Mexico, attempted a military revolt
against the New Mexican governor, Manuel Armijo. Since a soldiers'
revolt that failed, as this one did, was no rarity in Mexico, Governor
Armijo's account of the affair in the New Mexico Archives attracted
no attention and remained untranslated for nearly a century and a
half. I
Two years later George Wilkins Kendall also described the incident in an account as well-known to posterity as Governor Armijo's was unknown. Kendall's condemnation ofArmijo has influenced
seven generations of readers and persuaded scores of writers that
Armijo was a monster, a great coward, an insatiable lecher, and a
ruthless oppressor of what Kendall describes as the governor's
stupid, timid, ignorant countrymen. Of Armijo's side of the story
writers have been unaware. 2
Kendall had reason to loathe Armijo. As editor of the New Orleans
Picayune Kendall had come to New Mexico in the fall of 1841 for
health, adventure, and a good story for his newspaper. He joined
a party of invading Texans who were armed for war but also outfitted
with merchandise, to conquer or to trade, whichever appeared
better on arrivaL In eastern New Mexico Armijo arrested the Texans
as enemy invaders, for Texas and Mexico were then at war. Although
Kendall was travelling under a United States passport, he was
forced to share the long walk with the Texans. Seething with fury
all the way, Kendall stored up vengeful memories of New Mexico
and Governor Armijo for his newspaper articles published in 1842
in the Picayune. He also used the complaints of "a gentleman who
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has known that petty tyrant and his career for nearly fifteen years,"
probably Manuel Alvarez, the energetic United States commercial
agent and quasi consul for Americans in New Mexico. Kendall's
articles were reprinted in 1844 as Narrative of the Texan Santa Fe
Expedition, a bestselling book bought by 40,000 Americans of that
era and reprinted regularly ever since. 3
In 1846 the Mexican War started. Perhaps Kendall's description
of Armijo was of some use to President Polk and his expansionist
partisans in convincing Americans that Manifest Destiny could have
no higher mission than to free the timorous, downtrodden New
Mexicans from Armijo's tyranny. Kendall's report ofArmijo's avarice
and venality probably persuaded United States emissaries to try
to bribe the governor into abandoning all defense of New Mexico
in the face of the American invasion. Certainly the invaders were
familiar with the book. Journals of soldiers of the Army of the West
show that many had Kendall's book tucked in their knapsacks, and
that its contents helped shape their low opinion of New Mexico
and its people. 4
Kendall's description of Armijo in his Narrative of the Texan
Santa Fe Expedition is a diatribe. It describes Armijo's low and
disreputable parents, his profligate youth spent stealing neighbors'
sheep, his fortune obtained through gambling-none of which is
true. 5
Armijo's power, writes Kendall, was obtained through assassination and intrigue:
Armijo 1 could not look upon but as a second Robespierre, only
requiring a field of equal extent to make him equally an assassin, a
murderer, a blood-thirsty tyrant. His power, 1 knew, had been purchased by blood-I saw that it was sustained by blood.... [I have]
abundant material ... yet ... unused, with stories of his atrocious
acts that would bring a blush upon the brow of tyranny, ... horrible
murders, [and] ... many a thrilling story of his abuse of. .. women,
that would make Saxon hearts burn with indignant fire .... Assassinations, robberies, violent debauchery, extortions, and innumerable acts of broken faith are themes upon which 1 am armed with
abundant and most veritable detail; but my readers would sicken.... 6

Kendall's most extensive example of the vicious character of
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Armijo was the Baca-Caballero affair, recited below using much of
Kendall's rhetoric. Armijo, wrote Kendall, had conceived a lascivious passion for beautiful young Soledad Abreu, daughter of a
former governor, but the young lady proudly spurned his advances.
Armijo was patient and not above intrigue. After promoting a match
between Soledad and Alferez Esquipulas Caballero, he honored
their nuptials by officiating as sponsor. Then he renewed his vile
importunities with, as he thought, better prospect, for as Caballero's commander he held the young officer's destiny in his hands.
Soledad remained irivulnerable to his threats and persuasions. He
retaliated by degrading her unoffending husband and her favorite
uncle, another young alferez named Ramon Baca. 7
These two young men had already incurred Armijo's displeasure.
They were suspected of fomenting revolt among the soldiers, some
twenty of whom had been thrown into jail for refusing their wages
in Armijo's corn at the exorbitant price of $4 per fanega. Armijo's
outrageous act of tyranny caused such public excitement that the
governor· was obliged to advertise a contract for supplying the
soldiers with corn to the lowest bidder. Even Armijo's stupid countrymen were not deceived, knowing well that Armijo paid off public
dues in his merchandise at enormous profits, and that no bidder
could take the contract at any price since the insolvent government
never paid any creditor but Armijo.8
So the matter rested, Kendall says, and Armijo began making
good the deep oaths of vengeance he had sworn. In a grand public
review of troops, Armijo promoted two other officers to a rank
above that of Baca and Caballero. The humiliated officers, the most
deserving and meritorious in the entire troop, presented a respectful petition to the government for reinstatement. Their petition so irritated the tyrant that he threatened them with instant
death if they ever again molested him with their importunities.
Caballero was thrown in prison and shackled; Baca was ordered
banished upon some frivolous charge. 9
On the day he was to leave the country, Baca declared that he
would raise an insurrection to kill Armijo or die in the attempt.
With great boldness he walked directly under Armijo's window
while trying to incite his fellow-soldiers to rebellion. The soldiers,
whether from fear of Armijo or lack of confidence in Baca, refused

George Wilkins Kendall, from Fayette Copeland,
Kendall of the Picayune.

Manuel Armijo, Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico.
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to revolt. Baca and Caballero were sent to Mexico to be tried for
treason, but they were released in Chihuahua and proceeded to
Mexico City on their own to present their case. In Mexico they
failed to obtain redress because the imminent arrival of the Texas
expedition prevented the central government from daring to tamper
with New Mexico's tyrannical governor. 10
So ended Kendall's account, which needed only a happy ending
to serve as a ViCtorian melodrama. (In fact, Elliott Arnold used the
plot for a successful novel, The Time of the Gringo. 11 ) But the
motives and private encounters that a novelist may invent, or that
Kendall may describe without reference to a source, are not available to the historian. The archives, of course, say nothing about
Armijo's lust for Soledad, nor do they hint that Armijo promoted
the match between Soledad and Esquipulas.
Armijo's pursuit of Soledad is not of record except for the marriage itself, which occurred not in 1837 as Kendall states, but on
3 August 1839. Manuel Armijo served as a witness, but his presence
at the wedding was not remarkable. It was custom (and a legal
requirement in colonial days) for an officer to ask his commander's
permission to wed, and courtesy to invite him to the wedding. If
the lusty Armijo still pursued Soledad with his "vile importunities,"
it seems to have escaped public notice. 12
Some of Kendall's story can be verified in part. His description
of the revolt of the soldiers at being offered Armijo's corn instead
of cash salary is apparently based on an incident that occurred in
1837 after a rebellion in northern New Mexico. After Armijo gathered an army and put down the rebellion, he became governor.
The rebellion left New Mexicans bankrupt, with no money to pay
the presidial troop. On 1 November 1837, treasurer Juan Rafael
Ortiz wrote to Armijo, then in Albuquerque, that "the soldiers made
much resistance to taking wheat at four pesos per fanega, although
they finally agreed to take it at this price."13
Nothing in the records suggests that the corn (or wheat) was
Armijo's or that the soldiers' resistance assumed proportions of a
revolt. Perhaps Kendall's statement that the soldiers were thrown
in jail was based on a different incident. In July 1838, the soldiers
again went without pay, and Armijo was forced to collect their arms
and send the soldiers to their homes for lack of funds to provide
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them with even the minimum daily needs. Some of the men loudly
objected and were confined to the interior patio of the Governor's
Palace until they calmed down. Neither Caballero nor Baca was
connected in the records with either incident. 14
Still, Kendall was correct in assuming that Governor Armijo
profiteered on provisions for the troop. Armijo stated to James J.
Webb, a Santa Fe trader, that he paid off soldiers with his own
merchandise, "thus making a profit for himself and a saving to the
government," as the trader reported. He was not the only governor
guilty of graft. Through the centuries Mexican governors had skimmed
the cream from military contracts, and lesser officials had supplemented their salaries in similar ways. In New Mexico, American
traders contributed to the corruption by bribing officials and smuggling goods. Americans did not consider this dishonest, nor did the
Mexican officials so regard their own embezzlement. 15
If Armijo was indeed a "second Robespierre," "an assassin," and
a "blood-thirsty tyrant," Kendall spares us the "most veritable detail" of it. He also spares us any proof of his statements. Kendall's
method of discrediting Manuel Armijo was through brilliant use of
exaggeration, generalization, unfounded assumptions, untruths, and
an occasional nugget of pure and undeniable fact-the tools of the
accomplished propagandist. Although Kendall's judgments were
clouded by his ignorance of Mexican culture and of the political
and social background of its people, his stereotypes and misconceptions of Mexican people and customs appear to have been taken
at face value by his readers. Besides, Kendall's writing was witty,
colorful, and convincing, as the number of his unquestioning followers attests. Unfortunately for ManuelArmijo he ran foul of one
of the best writers of the nineteenth-c~nturyWest.
Armijo never bothered to present his side of the story to the
public, although he was probably aware of Kendall's view of him.
Charles Bent, American trader of Taos, mischievously sent Kendall's sketches of New Mexico, published in the New Orleans Picayune, to United States Commercial Agent Manuel Alvarez of Santa
Fe early in 1843, suggesting that Alvarez show them to Armijo
Cyou may let the big man have the pickune [Picayune] if you pleas
it may be gratifing to him to se what is said of him" wrote Bent in
his peculiar orthography). 16
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Although Kendall represented the Baca-Caballero affair as a direct result of Armijo's illicit passion for Soledad Abreu, records
show that Armijo's treatment of these two young officers resulted
from their lapses of discipline and poor bookkeeping. As commander of the presidial troops, Armijo wrote that "subordination
is the leading principle of the army," and his attitude towards his
soldiers showed that he meant to enforce this principle. In 1838
when Esquipulas Caballero, first alferez and adjutant of the Taos
Company, sent in his company accounts without the proper form
of address for his commander, he was thrown in jail and not released
until he wrote Armijo a formal apology, "recognizing my fault as
well as the distinction which His Excellency has pleased to honor
me, and for many great favors." Armijo forgave the young man who
was only twenty-four and the son of the commander of the Santa
Fe presidial troop, Col. Jose Caballero. 17
Once back in Armijo's favor, Esquipulas was entrusted with positions of responsibility. In 1838 he was sent to Chihuahua to inform
the commander there of the "disgraceful occurrence" when the
soldiers resisted being disbanded and were confined in the patio
of the Governo~'s Palace. In February 1839 Armijo noted that
Esquipulas wrote up his company accounts badly but willingly,
unlike his aging father Col. Jose Caballero and Alferez Jose Silva
of the Bado company who each demanded a hundred pesos and
expenses for doing the same work with the same lack of skill.
Esquipulas continued to behave well and was sent in command of
twenty soldiers to escort the caravan ofAmerican merchants in July
1839 to prevent smuggling. Armijo had no further complaints about
him at this time. 18
The unsatisfactory behavior of Esquipulas Caballero was as nothing compared to the insubordination of the arrogant and rebellious
Ramon Baca. Like his friend Caballero, Baca was the son of a
military man and had powerful connections. His sister Josefa was
married to Santiago Abreu, a former governor of New Mexico and
district judge in 1835, when young Baca was commissioned second
alferez of the presidial troop. 19
Alferez Baca took his new commission very seriously. At a dance
in January 1835 he publicly denounced Sgt. Donaciano Vigil of the
presidial troop for sitting on the same bench with him and not
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removing his hat. He ordered the sergeant to report to quarters
to be arrested for insubordination. When the sergeant failed to
report, Baca had him jailed and held incommunicado in shackles.
Within a few days a military judge declared the sergeant innocent
of Baca's accusation and suggested that the officers, including Esquipulas Caballero who had supported Baca in the investigation,
be severely rebuked for quarreling with their inferiors in public. 20
Worse, Ramon Baca was flagrantly insubordinate in his military
capacity. In 1838, while Armijo was leading a militia expedition
against the Navajos, the presidial troops remained in Santa Fe
under command of Lt. Col. Juan Estevan Pino. Alferez Baca at
this time publicly criticized the government "in shocking terms"
as Pino reported. For eight days Baca was imprisoned, where he
continued his demonstration of disrespect for his commission and
commander by criticizing Pino's arrangements for his imprisonment. 21
Although Kendall wrote that Ramon Baca was "one of the most
deserving and meritorious in the whole corps," his high spirits and
insubordination were in the end his downfall. It was not primarily
Baca's military deficiencies that caused him to be passed over for
promotion in 1840, however, but his inefficiency at keeping company accounts. In 1839 Armijo had written that as paymaster of
the Taos Company Baca was inept at keeping records and was
"causing paralysis" in that office. 22
When Armijo himself was criticized by his superior for the poor
showing of the economic and accounting office of the New Mexico
presidial troops, he answered that he was about to close this office
because the commander Jose Caballero was too old and ill to handle
it and had no knowledge of accounting in the first place. Armijo
wrote that only two sergeants in the corps, Donaciano Vigil and
Antonio Sena, were capable of discharging these tasks, but Vigil
was fully occupied in the civil offices, and Sena was stationed in
Chihuahua where he was useless to New Mexico. In fact, Armijo
wrote, the two most able soldiers in the Santa Fe presidial troop
had been retained in Chihuahua ever since Armijo assumed office.
He begged that these two sergeants, Tomas Martinez and Antonio
Sena, be returned to New Mexico and that Martinez be promoted
to alferez. 23
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By the next mail Armijo was notified that the president of Mexico
had granted Armijo's request to recall sergeants Tomas Martinez
and Antonio Sena to New Mexico. On 28 November 1839 Antonio
Sena, still a sergeant, was elected paymaster of the troop. Sena
was an excellent clerk and accountant for the company, and his
beautiful signature and rubric grace the records of this period.
Later he was a distinguished citizen of New Mexico, serving as
. judge of Santa Fe, prefect of the first district, and member of the
Departmental Assembly. Tomas Martinez (also called Martin), was
more controversial. Although he had had a long and distinguished
service record since 1822, Manuel Alvarez described him as a brutal
man who had abused, insulted, and wounded Alvarez on the cheek
during the Texan invasion when Alvarez was thought to be on the
side of the Texans. Tomas Martinez was further diminished in Alvarez's regard by being Armijo's nephew and most intimate friend. 24
On 1 January 1849 Armijo heard from the minister of war that
he would be allowed to fill his vacancies as he had requested. At
the next review of troops, Sgt. Martinez was promoted to first
alferez because of "the imperious necessity of having competent
officers in the economic branch and offices of accounting of this
presidial company," as Armijo wrote. The appointment passed over
Second Alferez Ramon Baca, a result that Armijo fully intended.
Later in his letter Armijo added that the appointment of Martinez
succeeded in getting rid of "the discontented who are here only
for their subsistence and the title of their employment," referring
no doubt to Ramon Baca and Esquipulas Caballero. 25
Armijo ostensibly passed over Baca for good reason above and
beyond his anger at rejection by Caballero's pretty wife (if indeed
this personal motive existed). The disappointed officer reacted
strongly: let Manuel Armijo tell the rest of the story in his words,
which rival Kendall's in vitality and overstatement:
When I proposed sergeants Tomas Martinez and Antonio Sena for
first and second alfereces of this company, I was well aware that
Don Ramon Baca and others held seniority in the rank of second
alferez and that I ought to propose Baca for the place rather than
Martinez and to discuss his future position with him, but knowing
well his vicious and incorrigible conduct, so nourished in wickedness
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that he is already almost beyond reform, I was foresighted enough
to propose Martinez for first alferez without fearing that any blame
would attach to me or that my own conscience would accuse me of
wrong-doing in the matter. Such fears would be unfounded in this
case for my only aim was to act with justice no matter what discontent
might ensue. Because my actions are justified without possibility of
contradiction and without my needing to speak in my own behalf,
justice will triumph in its own cause and in mine.
On the first day of this month Martinez was included in the
inspection list as first alferez in the place of Alferez Ramon Baca,
who became aware of it before the list left the quartermaster's office.
He had already begun to show inplacable jealousy, to whisper his
discontent around town, sowing discord in people's minds and inciting them to conspire against the government, but because of its
infamy his plan failed. He dissembled in everything, hiding his great
weakness with deception. On the fourth day he presented a petition
complaining of injury or of being passed over without regard to his
seniority (and the decree that I affixed to this is contained in the
copy marked no. 1). The fifth, sixth, and seventh day passed without
further complaint from him, probably while he was plotting his
iniquitous intrigues. On the eighth day he made a denunciation
(appended as document no. 2) which although anonymous was readily recognizable as his project. Then his supporters, whom I believe
were very few, offered him their cooperation in starting the revolution when he was resolved to do it. As soon as I received the
denunciation I issued a citation for him to appear in my office, and
when he arrived I accused him of being the author of the denunciation, which he admitted. Immediately I offered him all the judicious advice possible, to see if by persuasion I could dissuade him
from becoming the leader of such an enterprise, the results of which
would be ruinous to him should they occasion my proceeding against
him with the vigor that the laws provide for such cases. By his
demonstrations of disobedience, by being convinced that although
his machinations were against my very life, and because I never.
really feared them, I thought it best to leave him at large. But since
he was already making attempts against my life and plotting ways
to assassinate me, it was necessary to protect myself. In his wild
frenzy he collaborated with his nephew Alferez Esquipulas Caballero, instigating him to meet with him at about one o'clock that
night, taking advantage of the silence at the presidial guard house
to win over the guard and with this force achieve his end. But his
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honorable commander Alferez Manuel Ramirez would not let him
pass to accomplish this purpose, and on the contrary took every
precaution to secure the place he was guarding, performing his duty
well in giving immediate notice of the occurrence to the adjutant
and to me, thus gathering evidence for the criminal case I ordered
him to form, which I send on to you for your information. Likewise,
I dictated all the measures necessary to avoid a disturbance in the
town, and with the arrest of the leaders pacification was achieved
without which there would have been a riot.
In spite of all that had happened, it seemed lamentable to me to
bring about the ruin of these restless men merely because their
rancor was directed at my person, and I wished to give them proof
of the indulgence with which I was treating them, so I advised Baca
that he was to march for the Villa of Alburquerque to place himself
under orders of Captain Gregorio Ortiz, with orders not to set foot
in this city again. In the meantime the people were pacified and
everything is as shown in copies nos. 3 and 4. But this fellow Baca,
abusing the indulgence and kindness that I extended to hifn, convinced perhaps that my measures were not dictated out of these
feelings but out of fear of him and of his rash undertakings, and his
intentions being far from complying at that time with my orders
that he begin his march, he tried again to arouse the people. With
a clamor in the shadows in front of my palace directed at the troops
and also at the gatherings of innumerable people who were watching,
he excited them again to uproar. Of this scandalous subversive act
there was an eye-witness, inspector of Rural Militia, Don Mariano
Chavez, who was then in this city and at my palace, invited here
by me to discuss matters relating to better service, security, and
tranquillity for the inhabitants. I had foreseen this event and ordered
Chavez to seize a pair of shackles and throw Baca in jail.
From here he will leave with a regular escort and in company
with his accomplice Caballero to present himself in that capital to
answer charges made by this command. I beg of you that neither
of them be allowed to return here for five years after their commissions have been taken away from them and their careers destroyed. However bad it may be for me after this time, this is the
penalty I seek for them, for the horrible crime of conspiracy they
have committed, and I repeat my request that their punjshment
not be further prolonged according to the spirit of the law, taking
into consideration their youthful ignorance and vehemence.
In order to suspend the commissions of these officers, I have
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utilized one of your superior orders, that of November 2 oflast year,
which in effect empowers me in such cases according to the evidence, and for the sake of the public tranquillity of this department
and the well-being of its people, for whom my method of support
and financing I hope merits your approval.
This is not, Your Excellency, the first scandalous crime that proves
the criminal bent of Baca. There is another that he committed in
1838 against the late Lieutenant Colonel of Rural Militia Don Juan
Estevan Pino. At the time I myself had marched against the Navajo,
I entrusted Pino with the command of the Department, because
circumstances demanded it and because he had all my confidence.
In this misdeed, Baca said to his commanding officer two wicked
things-he railed against the government, and after being arrested
for this, he railed against the measures necessary for his secure
imprisonment. He was subdued, and I do not know the considerations that moved Senor Pino to excuse such a serious wrongdoing,
but on my return to the command I found him at full liberty. About
this action and about the ungovernable conduct of said Baca, the
congressional deputy Don Vicente Sanchez Vergara can inform you
in great detail. I do not wish to weary or distract you, busy as you
are, with more and worse reference to the criminal conduct of these
officers, nor will I allow myself to describe to you the state of anxiety
and insecurity in which this government exists, expecting that your
efficiency will see fit to approve my measures, and to dictate those
which in your wisdom you may consider useful to its security and
growth. God and Liberty. February 1, 1840. To His Excellency the
Minister of War and Navy. 26

Like Kendall's sketch, the governor's letter is not exactly a disinterested or truthful account of the Baca-Caballero conspiracy. If,
as Armijo asserts, his action in passing over Alferez Ramon Baca
was "justified without possibility of contradiction," why must he
defend the act so vehemently? If Armijo was convinced that Baca
meant to assassinate him, would he have allowed him to remain
at large? Was the governor's "indulgence and kindness" his reason
for banishing rather than executing the young officers on the spot
for attempted assassination--or was the real reason that no such
assassination was attempted, as suggested by their later exoneration? Was Armijo's kindly request not to have them banished for
more than five years consistent with the fury with which he greeted
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their subsequent release? These questions cast doubt on the veracity and sincerity of Armijo's letter; the tone of it, alternately
fawning and fierce, reflects his puzzling personality. But the facts
of the conspiracy as presented by Armijo are an alternative to those
presented by Kendall, and now at least there are two sides to the
story.
Baca and Caballero were escorted to Chihuahua and released,
whence they went to Mexico City to petition the president to
restore their commissions. A council of war determined they were
not guilty of Armijo's charges. Both were to resume their service
in the army as alfereces, Caballero in New Mexico and Baca in
Chihuahua. Thus Kendall's statement that they failed to obtain
redress was not true. 27
Armijo was furious. On 9 January 1841 he wrote the chief of staff
that the crime of the young men was indubitable and proven, that
it was of such a nature as to threaten the ruin of the department,
and that if his banishment of them was not acceptable to the supreme government he would happily consent to be subjected to a
court martial "in order to show the world that I acted in this matter
with the necessary impartiality." He also declared twice-and vehemently-that Baca and Caballero would not be allowed to agitate
in New Mexico while it was under his command:
I know very well the corrupt conduct of these young officers. I know
that they have the consent and tolerance of the troop to play prohibited games with it, with which they can succeed in surprising
the government, depriving it of its very existence, and returning it
to days of mourning like those of 1837. I have the most profound
reason for fearing this may happen.... 28

Armijo did indeed have a profound reason to fear that soldiers
would overthrow the government. In October 1840 a military plot
to assassinate Armijo had been uncovered. Testimony taken in the
case showed that discontent among the troops was ·general. The
conspirators wanted the assassination to look as if a soldier with a
bayonet had killed the governor "so that it would not be known
which soldier did it, since all of them were aggravated with His
Excellency. "29
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The two leaders of the latest conspiracy against Armijo's life,
Julian Garcia and Tomas Valencia, were banished, probably more
effectively than Baca and Caballero. After several more angry letters from Armijo in 1841, the president ordered Baca and Caballero
to remain in Chihuahua, where Baca died soon after. By July 1842
Caballero had returned to Santa Fe and resumed his military career.
Armijo promoted him to first alferez of the Santa Fe company in
October 1842. In January 1843 Caballero was to serve as advocate
in a criminal case, but he was too ill to appear. By March he had
recovered sufficiently to accept Armijo's promotion to lieutenant
and acting commander to the Santa Fe company. In this rank he
died on 17 August 1843, of natural causes as the records say. Tomas
Martinez, now a brevet captain in the Santa Fe Company, also died
in 1843. 30
Manuel Armijo and George Wilkins Kendall have given us conflicting accounts-a story either of two young officers persecuted
by a jealous and tyrannical dictator or of two young officers threatening a governor with death or military revolt. The governor was
either a monster, as he has been portrayed in history, or a real,
flawed, human creature with tendencies for good and evil. Kendall
himself had to admit that were Armijo "not such a cowardly braggart
and so utterly destitute of all moral principle, [he] is not wanting
in the other qualities of a good governor." A third viewpoint, that
of Baca and Caballero, can perhaps be found among the National
Archives of Mexico, along with the documents cited in Armijo's
letter quoted above. These documents may someday be discovered
and published and complete the file on the Baca-Caballero affair.
Some may consider the Baca-Caballero affair a minor event and
hardly worth the effort of analysis. So it would be, had not George
Wilkins Kendall exaggerated its importance in his Narrative in
order to illustrate the wickedness of Manuel Armijo. But Kendall's
biased judgment of Armijo has prevailed in the works of historians
and popular writers for nearly a hundred and fifty years; for all
these years this most famous figure of the Republican period of
New Mexico has stood condemned without trial. Let this be a
portion of his defense.
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NEWS NOTES
With the October 1983 issue Cheryl Foote completed three years as assistant
editor of the Review. A good writer and diligent researcher with several publications already to her credit, Cheryl has ably assisted the Review in many areas
in addition to pursuing graduate training with a special emphasis on women's
history in the American West. We shall miss her extensive and dependable work.
Taking Cheryl's position as assistant editor is Sandra Schackel, a doctoral candidate
at UNM and also a specialist on women's roles in the West.
The latest edition of Rio Grande History, published irregularly by New Mexico
State University, features "The Staabs of Santa Fe: Pioneer Merchants in New
Mexico Territory" by Floyd S. Fierman. The publication is available to members
of the Rio Grande Historical Collections. For information, write Rio Grande
History, University Library, NMSU, Box 3475, Las Cruces, N. Mex. 88003.
Fort Union National Monument, a part of the Southwest Parks and Monuments
Association, offers for sale by mail literature and souvenirs of interest to military
and social historians. For an order form listing these materials, write the Fort
Union National Monument, Watrous, N. Mex. 87753; Atten: S. P. M.A., agent.
The Westerners International (Corral of Westerners) is a fellowship dedicated
to stimulating interest and research in American frontier history. The Buckskin
Bulletin, quarterly review of the Westerners, is sent to members of groups or
corrals throughout the U.S. and many foreign countries. Subscriptions to the
Bulletin, which carries news of current research, book notices, corral activities,
and commentary on western Americana, are $5.00 a year. Corrals now exist in
cities where people enjoy reading, writing, and sharing America's frontier heritage. In New Mexico corrals are headquartered in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and
Silver City. To find out more about the Westerners International, the Buckskin
Bulletin, and the Western History Association, contact Sheriff Ken Freberg, Albuquerque Corral, 7809 Palo Duro Ave., N. E., Albuquerque, 87110.
Lincoln County, 1878-1881, at the Time of the War is available as a simulated
parchment map for $1.00 (plus $.50 postage). Write Rosina B. Locke, Torreon
Shop, Box 117, Lincoln, N. Mex. 88338 for a copy.

NEW MEXICO'S SPANISH EXILES

MARC SIMMONS

DURING 1828 AND 1829, a handful of New Mexico residents were
expelled from the country by order of the Republic of Mexico. They
were peninsulares-persons born in Spain, that is, on the Iberian
peninsula-and the stern action taken against them was based on
politics, patriotism, and matters of international diplomacy. The
story of these Spanish New Mexicans, made refugees against their
will, has never been examined in detail. But a look at the background and the unfolding of the episode reveals a curious sidelight
on our history.
By the Treaty of Cordoba, signed 24 August 1821, the last viceroy
of New Spain, Juan O'Donoju, recognized Mexican independence.
That treaty, however, was repudiated by Spain. During the following decade, the royal government made several abortive attempts
to recover her lost colony. The constant threat of invasion by Spain
kept Mexican officials on edge and finally led them, in the latter
1820s, to take retaliatory measures against native-born Spaniards
who"had remained in-the nation unmolested since independenc~.l
The first in a series of legislative decrees, passed 11 May 1826,
proclaimed that Mexico would entertain no formal relations with
Spain until the latter recognized Mexican independence. And it
added that any resident of the nation who spoke out against such
recognition would be declared a traitor and subject to capital punishment. 2
One year later (10 May 1827), a new decree prohibited Spaniards
from holding civil, military, or ecclesiastical office until such time
as Spain extended recognition to Mexico. 3 That measure produced
severe social dislocations since numerous military officers and the
majority of the clergy were from Spain. 4 But worse was to come.
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PROHIBICI6N A LOS ESPAl\'J'OLES PARA OBTENER EMPLEOS
(MAYO 10 DE 1827)

1. Ningun individuo que sea espanol por nacimiento podni ejercer cargo ni
empleo alguno de nombramiento de los poderes generales en cualquier ramo
de la administracion publica, civil y militar, hasta que la Espana reconozca la
independencia de la nacion.
2. Se estiende 10 prevenido en el articulo anterior a los cargos y empleos
eclesiasticos del clero secular y regular, en cuanto al ejercicio de sus atribuciones
econ6micas, gubernativas y judiciales. Esta disposicion no comprende a los reverendos obispos.
3. EI gobiemo queda autorizado para separar hasta por el tiempo de que
habla el articulo I'! a los curas, a los misioneros y doctrineros del Distrito y Territorios de la federacion.
4. Tampoco se comprenden en los articulos anteriores los hijos de mexicanos que casualmente nacieron en la peninsula y se haIIan en la Republica.
5. Los empleados que se separen del servicio en virtud de esta ley, gozaran
todos sus sueldos, y se les abonara el tiempo en sus carreras respectivas.
6. Los empleos vacantes por las disposieiones que contiene esta ley, se desempenaran provisionalmente conforme a las leyes.
7-. Los curas que separare el gobierno en uso de las facultades que Ie concede eI articulo 3'!, continuaran percibiendo todos sus emolumentos en los mismos terminos que antes de su separacion; y los coadjutores 6 substitutos seran
pagados de la hacienda publica.-Carlos Garcia, presidente de la camara de
diputados.-Tomas Vargas, presidente del senado.-Vicente Guido de Guido,
diputado secretario.-Jose Antonio Quintero, senador secretario.

Por tanto etc.-A D. Tomas Salgado.

Decree prohibiting Spaniards from holding office in Relaciones diplorruiticas:
Mexico-Espana (1821-1977).
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A decree of twenty-one articles, dated 20 December 1827, provided for a partial expulsion of Spaniards living within the Republic. 5 The term partial is usually applied because the act made
provision for numerous exemptions. For example, persons married
to Mexican nationals were exempt, as were individuals over the
age of sixty and those with a physical handicap. More sweeping
was Article 7 that allowed Spaniards to remain who had given
distinguished service to the cause of independence and who, subsequently, displayed their devotion to the Republic's institutions.
Spaniards not exempt-and that included pointed mention of the
regular clergy-were required to depart within six months.
On the whole this initial order of expulsion must be considered
as mild, particularly when we remember that it was passed in an
atmosphere of crisis, amid growing signs that Spain intended to
take military action against the nation. Clearly, the decree of 20
December was aimed at preventing internal subversion-one article, for instance, prohibited exempt Spaniards from living along
the seacoast where invasion was expected. Notwithstanding, it is
apparent that the majority of those who were ultimately expelled
offered no real threat to Mexico's security. They may have derived
some solace, however, from another provision in the decree that
allowed their return to Mexico as soon as Spain extended recognition.
In New Mexico, as in other parts of the country, local authorities
took steps to enforce both of the 1827 decrees against Spaniards.
The exact number of Spanish-born persons living in the territory
then is unknown, but it appears to have been something over a
dozen. Of those, as many as one-third may have been members of
the clergy.
Through much of the colonial period, a majority of the missionary
friars serving in New Mexico were natives of Spain. A census of
1789 for the Custodia de San Pablo del Nuevo Mexico, for example,
shows that fifteen of a total of twenty-four resident priests were
Spanish-born. 6 While the number of clergy significantly declined
in the waning colonial years and during the first years of independence, at least six of those remaining on duty in New Mexico
during the late 1820s traced their birthplace to the Mother Country. 7
In the summer of 1827, Governor Manuel Armijo at Santa Fe
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(then exercising his office under the title jefe politico) received a
copy of the national decree of 10 May-the one forbidding Spaniards from holding public office. He referred the document to the
diputaci6n territorial, that is, the legislative assembly, which served
him as an advisory council. Apparently no immediate action was
taken to remove Spanish priests from their posts, as the new decree
mandated, probably because no Mexican replacements were available. But the diputaci6n did inform Armijo that it had recently
initiated proceedings against the Spaniard Manuel Echevarria,
teacher of a private school in Santa Fe. His school was ordered
closed on charges that he had violated the law and was guilty of
cruelty to children. 8
By early the following year, 1828, Armijo had in his hands a copy
of the first expulsion decree, issued the previous 20 December.
His initial targets were five Spanish Franciscans, namely:
Fr. Jose de Castro, age sixty, a native of Galicia, arrived in
America in 1795, reached New Mexico in 1802, currently the priest
at Santa Clara Pueblo.
Fr. Theodoro Alcina, age sixty-one, a native of Gerona in Catalufia, reached Mexico in 1792 and continued on to New Mexico,
arriving there in March 1793.
Fr. Juan Caballero Toril, age fifty-five, a native of the province
of Cordova, served in New Mexico eighteen years, currently the
priest at San Miguel del Vado.
Fr. Antonio Cacho, age forty-four, native of Castilla la Vieja,
reached Mexico in 1819, served at the missions ofJemez, Zia, and
Santa Ana.
Fr. Manuel Martinez, age forty-one, native of Castilla la Vieja,
reached Mexico in 1819, currently the priest at San Jose de la
Laguna.
Under the decree, the governor was empowered to exempt from
expulsion those priests who met certain provisions of the new law.
Castro and Alcina, for example, were permitted to remain because
they were sixty years of age or over. Each man subsequently took
an oath before Armijo and other witnesses, swearing recognition
of Mexican independence and promising to defend the nation and
government from all enemies. 9
The three remaining Franciscans also wished to stay, claiming
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exemptions because they had demonstrated "affection for independence" and had served the nation by continuing to labor as
missionaries. They underscored the last point by mentioning that
the government salary (sinodos) due them had not been forthcoming over the past eight or nine years, and, as a result, they were
reduced to poverty. Father Caballero tried to strengthen his claim
by reference to a persistent ailment that had afflicted him for the
past nine years. He stated that a long trip into exile might prove
fatal. 10
Governor Armijo, however, was unyielding and ordered Fathers
Caballero, Cacho, and Martinez to depart New Mexico by the next
13 March (1828). They were allowed by law to select the port from
which they wished to exit the country, and all three chose the
Tamaulipas port of Soto la Marina on the Gulf of Mexico. They
were also entitled to travel funds, but since by Armijo's own admission his treasury was "extremely short," the governor could
provide money sufficient to see the exiles only as far as El Paso
del Norte. He did append notes to their travel papers, however,
asking officials in El Paso, Chihuahua, and Monterrey-towns along
the route to Soto la Marina-to furnish aid so that the missionaries
could continue to the coast. II
At the same time he was prosecuting the case of the clergymen,
Armijo took action against several other Spaniards then residing in
New Mexico. Manuel Echevarria, the disgraced teacher, was directed to leave Santa Fe on 9 March for Taos, where presumably
he could join the next party of Americans heading for the United
States. 12 Later in 1828, however, he appeared in Chihuahua and
asked the authorities to reexamine his case. 13
Another Spaniard expelled from New Mexico at this time was
Benito Bengochea whose exit papers show that he was expected
to leave the country by way of Durango, Mexico City, and the port
of Veracruz. 14 Instead, he fled to Sonora where, according to a
report recei.ved by Armijo, he was receiving shipments of arms at
Guaymas, probably in anticipation of a Spanish invasion. 15
Seventy-three year old Antonio Perez, a native of Santander,
who had been a property owner in New Mexico for twenty-eight
years, won a reprieve, because of his advanced age, and was allowed
to take a loyalty oath. 16 The Spaniard Atanacio Bolibar, a resident
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of Santa Fe, however, got only a three-month delay in his sentence
of expulsion. Governor Armijo allowed him to remain in the capital
until 9 June to collect debts that were owed to him. 17 Later in the
year, an Antonio Bolivar of Santa Fe appeared in Chihuahua where
he petitioned the authorities to permit him to remain. IS
During succeeding months, the governor turned up several more
Spanish-born persons. Among them was Fr. Manuel Bellido, who
arrived in New Mexico about 1820, and was now serving the Indians
of Picuris pueblo. He was sent to Mexico City, and there he asked
the government for 500 pesos, as travel money and as remuneration
for his eight years of missionary work in New Mexico. 19 Two other
Spanish laymen, Antonio Jimenez and Francisco Galis, received
exemptions from Armijo and were allowed to stay. 20
Some writers have claimed that those Spaniards who escaped
expulsion in New Mexico did so by the payment of bribes. L.
Bradford Prince, for example, declared that the friars "Albino [sic]
and Castro were permitted to remain on account of their advanced
age-and the payment of $500 each! It is not believed that any
large portion of this sum reached the official treasury. "21 Ralph
Emerson Twitchell repeats the charge of the friars' paying a bribe
and adds that the money went to two leading officials of the territory. "The motive was one of avarice and not of charity," he writes.
"It may be safely stated that very few Spanish-born residents of
New Mexico would have left the territory had they been provided
with sufficient funds to satisfY the demands of officials. ",22
Neither author cites a source for these charges, and, indeed,
they must have been based on hearsay since unscrupulous officials
are not in the habit ofleaving a documentary record of their bribes.
Available documentation strongly suggests that Armijo and members of his government carefully followed the letter of the law,
exempting five persons and exiling at least six others. There is no
proof, of course, that bribery did not intrude on occasion, but that
the two destitute friars were forced to pay $500 each, as Prince
and Twitchell contend, seems highly unlikely.
More than a year after promulgation of the first decree of expulsion, a second and far more severe decree was issued, 20 March
1829. It was prompted by new rumors of a Spanish invasion, rumors
that proved all too true. The following July, a Spanish army of3,000
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troops sailed from Havana and briefly captured the Gulf port of
Tampico. During the panic preceding that event, the central government concluded that for patriotic and security reasons, Spaniards who had escaped expulsion earlier should now be banished.
Stern penalties were provided for those who failed to comply with
the order.
For those exiles who could not afford passage out of the country,
the 20 March decree provided that their expenses, "with the strictest economy," be met by the public treasury. And each was to be
given a ship ticket to the nearest port in the United States. 23 In
fact, of the more than 1,400 Spaniards expelled in 1829, some 70
percent sailed to New Orleans. They were mainly poor merchants,
shopkeepers, and laborers, who hoped that peace would soon be
established allowing them to return. Wealthier Spaniards, for the
most part, took ship for Cuba or Europe. 24
As a result of the new decree, two of New Mexico's Spaniards,
who earlier had been exempted from expulsion, were now ordered
to leave. They were Antonio Perez and Francisco Galis. Another
so treated was a recent arrival by way of the United States, merchant Manuel Alvarez, who would later return to Santa Fe as the
U. S. consul. 25
As harsh as the new policy was, New Mexican authorities were
able to exempt the aging priests Castro and Alcina and the layman
Antonio Jimenez (or Ximenes), all being permanently disabled.
Further, Fr. Manuel Vineres, a Spanish missionary exiled from
Sonora, was given permission to stay in New Mexico while he
submitted documents to Mexico City seeking an examption for
health reasons. 26
The action taken against Spaniards on the upper Rio Grande was
repeated throughout the Republic. By early summer of 1829, for
instance, the state of Chihuahua had provided for the expulsion of
some seventy-five persons, including a priest and a layman at EI
Paso del Norte. A special commission for public security set up by
the state legislature formulated a decree, subsequently enacted,
which spelled out stiff penalties for Spanish residents failing to
leave and fixed a time limit of twenty-five days for Spaniards, exiled
from other states, to cross Chihuahua on their way out of the
country. 27
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Americans watched the unfolding of this chapter of Mexican
history with undisguised interest and no little sympathy for the
largely innocent Spaniards abruptly separated from their homes
and businesses. Niles' Register of Baltimore, sometimes called the
Time magazine of its day, referred in March 1829 to Mexico's pending expulsion decree. "We had hoped that the peace and security
of the country would not have required the adoption of so severe
a measure--and one that must deprive the republic of a large
portion of its enterprise and capital. "28 Later, when the full text of
the Mexican law was received, the Register acidly labeled it "a
cruel decree ... unworthy of the age in which we live." And the
paper blamed the act on partisan politicians who "were ready to
sacrifice every principal of right to the possession of power, and
reckless of the misery of other men. "29
In the months following the expulsion decree of 20 March, the
American press carried frequent notices about Spanish refugees
leaving Mexico and arriving in the United States. Most of the exiles,
as indicated, went to New Orleans by ship. But one small group
chose to travel overland from New Mexico via the Santa Fe Trail.
In early June 1829 the annual trading caravan from Missouri had
departed for Santa Fe. Because of recent Indian hostilities, it was
escorted by Major Bennet Riley and troops of the 6th Infantry from
Fort Leavenworth. The soldiers went only as far as Chouteau's
Island, a noted trail landmark in southwestern Kansas, because at
that point the merchant train crossed the Arkansas River into Mexican territory. After a harrowing trip, beset by Indian attacks, the
caravan reached Santa Fe.
Concluding a summer's trading, the merchants started their return about 1 September. Major Riley and his men, encamped for
the season at Chouteau's Island, awaited their arrival so as to provide an escort for the second half of the eastward journey. But the
real danger lay on the first leg, in Mexican territory. Col. Jose
Antonio Viscarra, inspector-general of the Mexican troops at Santa
Fe, volunteered to assemble men and provide protection as far as
the American boundary.
At that time, a group of Spanish exiles was looking for means to
reach the United States. With the added security offered by Colonel
Viscarra and his seventy or so regulars and militiamen, the Span-
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iards decided to chance a crossing of the prairies with the caravan.
Milton Bryan, one of the Missouri traders, spoke long afterward
in his memoirs of "the disloyal Spaniards who were banished." He
wrote: "When we started on our homeward journey, seven priests
and a number of wealthy families, comfortably fixed in wagons
more like our railway coaches than ordinary wagons, accompanied
US."30

Mexican records give the number of exiles as ten men accompanied by six women, the latter presumably wives or other relatives. 31 Unfortunately, no reference is made to names or place of
origin. Possibly one or more of the three Spanish residents of New
Mexico, ordered out in 1829, were numbered among the group.
However, the majority, if not all, of the exiles must have been from
Chihuahua or other north Mexican provinces. They would have
ridden to Santa Fe during the spring and summer, hoping to find
passage with eastbound Americans.
The caravan's return proved as harrowing as its outward journey.
The company sustained a major Indian attack near the Cimarron
River but managed to fight its way to the rendezvous with Colonel
Riley by 12 October. There, during a two-day layover, Riley and
Viscarra entertained one another with formal dinners. In his official
report, Colonel Riley refers to the exiles among the new arrivals
as, "one Spanish family [and] eight or ten other Spaniards, who
were punished by their laws for having been born in old Spain. . . . "32
A junior officer, Lt. Philip St. George Cooke, observed "a large
number of grave Spaniards, exiled from Mexico, and on their way
to the United States, with much property in stock and gold-their
whole equipage Spanish.... "33
After taking leave of Colonel Viscarra, Riley escorted the caravan
as far as eastern Kansas where, being out of the danger zone, he
left the wagons and guided his men back to Fort Leavenworth.
The caravan broke up before crossing into Missouri, one portion
continuing on to the head of the trail at Franklin in the central
part of the state.
On 1 November, the Missouri lntelligencer (located at Fayette,
a few miles north of Franklin) took note of the returning train from
Santa Fe. "From fifteen to twenty of our citizens ... have just
reached their homes in good health and spirits.... Accompanying
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the traders are several Spanish families of the class who were expelled from the Mexican republic. . . and who have chosen a refuge
and home among us. "34
How many of the exiles may have remained on the Missouri
frontier and how many others continued on to St. Louis or perhaps
New Orleans is not known. The Spanish priests certainly would
not have lingered among the mainly Protestant, backwoods folk.
A year and a half later, one party of Spaniards, whose sentence of
expulsion evidently was lifted, started back to New Mexico. Trader
Josiah Gregg, who embarked for Santa Fe with wagons in May
1831, related: "Those who accompanied us [included] members of
a Spanish family who had been banished in 1829, in pursuance of
a decree of the Mexican congress, and were now returning to their
homes in consequence of a suspension of the decree. "35
The social and economic impact that the expulsion decrees had
upon Mexico cannot be fully measured. At the very least, it can
be said that hundreds of families were uprooted (and in some cases
split apart), businesses were ruined, a large amount of capital wealth
was removed from the country by the exiles, and severe strains
were placed on the church through loss of clergy.
Effects of the decrees were less injurious to New Mexico owing
to the small number of Spaniards resident there. But even so, their
influence can be noted. The church, whose ranks were already
badly depleted, must have felt keenly the loss offour priests. Before
departing, the Franciscans, it can be mentioned, turned over their
sacred vessels, vestments, statues, paintings, and "a library of various volumes," to Domingo Fernandez of Santa Fe (a member of
the Third Order to St. Francis) for safekeeping. 36
Another effect of the decrees, and the patriotic rhetoric that
accompanied them, was to promote prejudice against all Spaniards
among the Mexican populace. As late as 1846, wandering artist
Alfred S. Waugh learned from Manuel Alvarez, who had returned
to Santa Fe as U. S. consul, that Spaniards "are even more obnoxious
to the Mexicans than are Americans; on one or two occasions, the
mob here have attempted his life. "37 Seeds of social discord, once
sown, are difficult to root out.
Perhaps the most accurate and succinct judgment came from
Mexico's great conservative statesman Lucas Alaman, who char-
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acterized the entire expulsion episode as, a very grievous spectacle."38 Those words applied as much to New Mexico as to the rest
of the Republic.
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CONFERENCE NEWS
The Historical Society of New Mexico has issued a call for papers to be read at
the annual conference to be held in Taos, 26-29 April 1984. For information on
the conference activities, contact Dr. Spencer Wilson, Box 1883, Socorro, N.
Mex. 87801.
The New Mexico Records Center and Archives has received a grant from the
New Mexico Humanities Council to conduct a series of one-day workshops in
local history across the state. Each of the workshops will feature representatives
of the State Records Center, who will discuss the importance of studying local
history, the availability of oral history resources throughout the state, and the
holdings of the Records Center specifically pertaining to the community hosting
the workshop. Representatives from the State Historic Preservation Division and
specialists in local archaeology and archival materials will also be present at each
meeting. Programs in 1984 will include Corrales on 28 January, Albuquerque on
25 February, Socorro on 17 March, Las Vegas on 31 March, Espanola on 14 April,
Gallup on 5 May, Santa Fe on 13 May, and Roswell on 9 June.
The workshops are free and open to the public. For further information contact
Dr. Stanley M. Hordes at the New Mexico Records Center and Archives, in Santa
Fe, 827-8860.
The annual meeting of the New Mexico Association of Museums will convene
at the Farmington Historical Museum in April 1984. A broad spectrum of museum
concerns will be covered. For further information contact: Hedy Dunn, Los
Alamos Historical Museum, Box 43, Los Alamos, N. Mex. 87544, or call 6626272.

SELECTED SOURCES FOR THE MEXICAN PERIOD
(1821-1848) IN NEW MEXICO

CHERYL]. FOOTE

THE FOLLOWING GUIDE is not intended to serve as a complete bibliography for
this important and often neglected period in New Mexico's history. Rather, it is
designed to indicate the types of sources available for study and draws heavily
on the works of David Weber and Jack Rittenhouse. Any study of New Mexico
under Mexico must begin with Weber's The Mexican Frontier. This comprehensive
survey of the period not only synthesizes Weber's massive research with the works
of other scholars, but suggests topics that await further investigation and provides
an extensive bibliography. Readers are also urged to consult Weber's other works
as well as The Santa Fe Trail: A Historical Bibliography, by Jack Rittenhouse.
Items particularly useful for suggesting other sources are marked with an asterisk.
This guide is heavily weighted toward the American point of view, reflecting
the state of the historiography of the period. 1 The Santa Fe Trail, the fur trade,
and the American occupation of New Mexico have generated a vast amount of
literature, and the items listed below are but a small portion of the material
available. References to land grant items and to women are also limited because
the Review has recently published bibliographies for those topics. Many articles
from the New Mexico Historical Review could not be included due to space
limitations, but Nancy Brown of the Review staff has compiled a complete list of
materials dealing with the Mexican period that have appeared in the Review. This
list is available upon request.

RESEARCH GUIDES
Barnes, Thomas C., Thomas H. Naylor, and Charles W. Polzer. Northern New
Spain. A Research Guide; Tucson; University of Arizona Press, 1981.
Beers, Henry Putney. Spanish and Mexican Records of the American Southwest:
A Bibliographical Guide to Archive and Manuscript Sources. Tucson; University
of Arizona Press, 1979.
.

J. Weber, "Mexico's Far Northern Frontier, 1821-1854: Historiography Askew,"
Western Historical Quartery 7 (July 1976): 279-93.

1. David
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Foote, Cheryl J. ''The History of Women in New Mexico: A Selective Guide to
Published Sources." New Mexico Historical Review (NMHR) 57 (October 1982):
387-94.
Greenleaf, Richard E., and Michael C. Meyer. Research in Mexican History:
Topics, Methodology, Sources, and a Practical Guide to Field Research. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1973.
Jenkins, Myra Ellen, and J. Richard Salazar. Guide to the Microfilm Edition of
the Mexican Archives of New Mexico, 1821-1846. Santa Fe: New Mexico State
Records Center and Archives, 1969.
*Oczon, Annabelle. "Land Grants in New Mexico: A Selective Bibliography."
NMHR 57 (January 1982): 81-87.
Olmsted, Virginia Langham. New Mexico Spanish and Mexican Colonial Censuses,
1790, 1823, 1845. Albuquerque: n. p., 1975.
*Rittenhouse, Jack D. The Santa Fe Trail: A Historical Bibliography. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico (UNM) Press, 1971.
Tyler, Daniel. "The Carrizal Archives: A Source for the Mexican Period." NMHR
57 (July 1982): 257-67.
*Weber, David J. "Mexico's Far Northern Frontier 1821-1845: A Critical Bibliography." Arizona and the West 19 (Autumn 1977): 225-66.
Wheat, Carl 1. From Lewis and Clark to Fremont, 1804--1845, vol. 2 of Mapping
the Transmississippi West, 1540-1861. 5 volumes. San Francisco: Institute of
Historical Cartography, 1957-63.
GENERAL WORKS
Bauer, K. Jack. The Mexican War, 1846-1848. New York: Macmillan, 1974.
Benjamin, Thomas. "Recent Historiography of the Origins of the Mexican War."
NMHR 54 (July 1979): 169-81.
Bosch Garcia, Carlos. Historia de las relaciones entre Mexico y los Estados Unidos,
1819-1848. Mexico: Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Politicas y Sociales, 1961.
Brack, Gene. Mexico Views Manifest Destiny, 1821-1846: An Essay on the Origins
of the Mexican War. Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1975.
McAfee, Ward. "A Reconsideration of the Origins of the Mexican-American War."
Southern California Quarterly 62 (Spring 1980): 49-65.
*SimmollS, Marc. Albuquerque: A Narrative History. Albuquerque: UNM Press,
1982.
*Weber, David J. The Mexican Frontier 1821-1846. The American Southwest
under Mexico. Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1982.
*---. "Mexico's Far Northern Frontier, 1821-1854: Historiography Askew."
Western Historical Quarterly 7 (July 1976): 279-93.
- - - , ed. EI Mexico Perdido: Ensayos escogidos sobre el antiguo norte de Mexico
(1540-1821). Mexico: Secretaria de Educaci6n Publica, Direcci6n General de
Divulgaci6n, 1976.
- - - , ed. New Spain's Far Northern Frontier: Essays on Spain in the American
West, 1540-1821. Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1979.
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POLITICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES
Bloom, Lansing B. "Beginnings of Representative Government in New Mexico."
NMHR 21 (April 1946): 127-39.
- - - . "New Mexico Under Mexican Administration, 1821-1846." Old Santa Fe
1 (July 1913): 3-49; (October 1913): 131-75; (January 1914): 236-87; (April 1914):
348-85; 2 (July 1914): 3-56; (October 1914): 119-69; (January 1915): 223-77;
(April 1915): 351-80.
Dublan, Manuel, and Jose Maria Lozano. Legislaci6n Mexicana 6 collecci6n completa de las disposiciones legislativas expedidas desde la independencia de la
republica. 19 volumes. Mexico: Imprenta del comercio, 1876-90.
Ebright, Malcolm. "Manuel Martinez's Ditch Dispute: A Study in Mexican Period
Custom and Justice." NMHR 54 (January 1979): 21-34.
Espinosa, Gilberto, ed. "Tome vs. Valencia, 1846." NMHR 48 (January 1973): 5792.
Hall. G. Emlen. "Giant Before the Surveyor-General: The Land Career of Donaciano Vigil." Journal of the West 19 (July 1980): 64-73.
- - - . "Juan Estevan Pino, 'Se Los Coma': New Mexico Land Speculation in
the 1820s." NMHR 57 (January 1982): 27-42.
Pearson, Jim Berry. The Maxwell Land Grant. Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1961.
Reno, Philip. "Rebellion in New Mexico-I837." NMHR 40 (July 1965): 197-213.
Simmons, Marc, ed. and trans. "Antonio Barreiro's 1833 Proclamation on Santa
Fe City Government." El Palacio 76 (June 1970): 24-30.
Weber, David J., ed. "An Unforgettable Day: Facundo Melgares on Independence." NMHR 48 (January 1973): 27-44.
- - - , ed. "EI gobierno territorial de Nuevo Mexico. La exposici6n del Padre
Martinez de 1831." Historia Mexicana 25 (Octubre-Diciembre 1975): 302-15.

SANTA FE TRAIL, FUR TRADE, EXPLORATION,
AND MINING
Atherton, Lewis E. "The Santa Fe Trader as Mercantile Capitalist." Missouri
Historical Review 77 (October 1982): 1-12.
Becknell [William]. "The Journal of Capt. Thomas Becknell from Boone's Lick to
Santa Fe and from Santa Cruz to Green River." Missouri Historical Review 4
(January 1910): 65-84.
Bork, Albert. "Nuevos aspectos del comercio entre Nuevo Mexico y Misuri, 18221846." Ph. D. thesis, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 1944.
Carter, Harvey L. "Dear Old Kit": The Historical Christopher Carson. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1968.
Cleland, Robert Glass. This Reckless Breed of Men: The Trappers and Fur Traders
of the Southwest. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1950.
Covington, James W. "Correspondence between Mexican Officials at Santa Fe
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and Officials in Missouri: 1823-1825." Bulletin ofthe Missouri Historical Society
16 (October 1959): 20-32.
Creer, Leland Hargrave. "Spanish-American Slave Trade in the Great Basin,
1800-1853." NMHR 24 Guly 1949): 171-83.
Culmer, Frederic A. "Marking the Santa Fe Trail." NMHR 9 (January 1934): 7893.
Foreman, Grant. "Antoine Leroux, New Mexico Guide." NMHR 16 (October
1941): 367-78.
Fowler, Jacob. The Journal of Jacob Fowler. Edited by Elliott Coues. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1970.
Garrard, Lewis H. Wah-To-Yahand the Taos Trail. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1955.
Gregg, Josiah. Commerce of the Prairies. Edited by Max L. Moorhead. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1954.
Hafen, LeRoy R., ed. "Armijo's Journal of 1829-30: The Beginning of Trade
between New Mexico and California." Colorado Magazine 27 (April 1950): 12031.
- - - , ed. The Mountain Men and the Fur Trade of the Far West: Biographical
Sketches of the Participants by Scholars of the Subjects . .. 10 volumes. Glendale, Cali£.: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1965-72.
- - - , and Ann W. Hafen. Old Spanish Trail, Santa Fe to Los Angeles. Glendale,
Calif.: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1954.
Hill, Joseph J. "Spanish and Mexican Exploration and Trade Northwest from New
Mexico into the Great Basin, 1765-1853." Utah Historical Quarterly 3 (January
1930): 3-23.
James, Thomas. Three Years Among the Indians and Mexicans. Philadelphia: J.B.
Lippincott, 1962.
Lawrence, Eleanor. "Mexican Trade between Santa Fe and Los Angeles, 18301848." California Historical Quarterly 10 (March 1931): 27-39.
Marmaduke, M. M. "Santa Fe Trail: M. M. Marmaduke Journal." Edited by
Francis S. Sampson. Missouri Historical Review 6 (October 1911): 1-10.
Meriwether, David. My Life in the Mountains and on the Plains: The Newly
Discovered Autobiography by David Meriwether. Edited by Robert A. Griffen.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965.
Moorhead, Max L. New Mexico's Royal Road: Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua
Trail. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958.
Rowland, Buford. "Report of the Commissioners on the Road from Missouri to
New Mexico, October 1827." NMHR 14 Guly 1939): 213-39.
Ruxton, George F. Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains. Glorieta,
N. Mex.: Rio Grande Press, 1973.
Stevens, Harry R. "A Company of Hands and Traders: Origins of the GlennFowler Expedition of 1821-1822." NMHR 46 (July 1971): 181-221.
Sunder, John E., ed. Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail. Collected by Clyde and
Mae Reed Porter. Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1960.
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Townley, John M. "El Placer: A New Mexico Mining Boom before 1846." Journal
of the West 10 (January 1971): 102-15.
Walker, Billy D. "Copper Genesis: The Early Years of Santa Rita del Cobre."
NMHR 54 (January 1979): 5-20.
Webb, James Josiah. Adventures in the Santa Fe Trade, 1844-1847. Edited by
Ralph P. Bieber. Glendale, Calif.: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1931.
*Weber, David J. The Taos Trappers: The Fur Trade in the Far Southwest, 15401846. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1971.
- - - , ed. The Extranjeros: Selected Documents from the Mexican Side of the
Santa Fe Trail 1825-1828. Santa Fe: Stagecoach Press, 1967.
DISPUTES WITH TEXAS
Burton, E. B. "Texas Raiders in New Mexico in 1843." Old Santa Fe 2 (April
1915): 407-29.
Donnell, F. S. "When Texas Owned New Mexico to the Rio Grande." NMHR 8
(April 1933): 65-75.
Estep, Raymond. "The Le Grande Survey of the High Plains-Facts or Fancy."
NMHR 29 (April 1954): 81-96.
Hodge, F. W., ed. "Comb's Narrative of the Santa Fe Expedition." NMHR 5 (July
1930): 305-14.
Kendall, George W. Narrative of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition . .. 2 volumes.
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1856.
Lecompte, Janet. "Manuel Armijo, George Wilkins Kendall, and the Baca-Caballero Conspiracy." NMHR 59 (January 1984): 49-65.
Loomis, Noel M. The Texan-Santa Fe Pioneers. Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1958.
INDIAN AFFAIRS
Brugge, David. "Vizcarra's Navajo Campaign of 1823." Arizona and the West 6
(Autumn 1964): 223-44.
Hall, G. Emlen, and David J. Weber. "Mexican Liberals and the Pueblo Indians,
1821-1829." NMHR 59 (January 1984): 5-32.
Jenkins, Myra Ellen, and Ward Alan Minge. Navajo ActivitiesAffecting theAcomaLaguna Area, 1746-1910. New York: Garland Publishing, 1974.
Kenner, Charles L. A History of New Mexican-Plains Indian Relations. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1969.
McClure, Charles R. "Neither Effective Nor Financed: The Difficulties of Indian
Defense in New Mexico, 1837-1846." Military History of Texas and the Southwest 10 (1972): 73-92.
Minge, Ward Alan. "Mexican Independence Day and a Ute Tragedy in Santa Fe,
1844." In The Changing Ways of Southwestern Indians: A Historical Perspective.
Edited by Albert Schroeder. Glorieta, N. Mex.: Rio Grande Press, 1973, pp.
107-23.
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Smith, Ralph A. "Apache Plunder Trails Southward, 1831-1840." NMHR 37 (January 1962): 20-42.
- - - . "Indians in American-Mexican Relations before the War of 1846." Hispanic
American Historical Review 43 (February 1963): 34-64.
- - - . "The 'King of New Mexico' and the Doniphan Expedition." NMHR 38
(January 1963): 29-55.
- - - . "The Scalphunter in the Borderlands, 1835-1850." Arizona and the West
6 (Spring 1964): 5-22.
,Strickland, Rex. W. "The Birth & Death of a Legend: The Johnson 'Massacre' of
1837." Arizona and the West 18 (Autumn 1976): 257-86.
Tyler, Daniel. "Mexican Indian Policy in New Mexico." NMHR 55 (April 1980):
101-20.
Wilson, John P. Military Campaigns in the Navajo Country, Northwestern New
Mexico, 1800-1846. Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1967.
SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND PERSONALITIES
Aragon y Perea, Julian. "A Brief Memoir." Edited by Gerald Theisen. NMHR 46
(October 1971): 351-55.
Baxter, John O. "Salvador Armijo: Citizen of Albuquerque: 1823-1879." NMHR
53 (July 1978): 219-37.
Carroll, H. Bailey, and J. Villasana Haggard, eds. Three New Mexico Chronicles:
The Exposici6n of Don Pedro Bautista Pino 1812; The Ojeada of Lie. Antonio
Barreiro 1832; and the Additions by Don Jose Agustin de Escudero 1849.
Albuquerque: Quivira Society, 1942.
Chavez, Fray Angelico. "Jose Gonzales, Genizaro Governor." NMHR 30 (July
1955): 190-94.
Chavez, Thomas E. "The Life and Times of Manuel Alvarez, 1794-1856." Ph.D.
dissertation, UNM, 1980.
Craver, Rebecca McDowell. The Impact of Intimacy: Mexican-Anglo Intermarriage in New Mexico, 1821-1846. Southwestern Studies No. 66. EI Paso: Texas
'Nestern Press, 1982.
Davis, W. W. H. El Gringo: or New Mexico and Her People. Santa Fe: Rydal
Press, 1938.
Gutierrez, Ramon Arturo. "Marriage, Sex and the Family: Social Change in Colonial New Mexico, 1670-1846." Ph. D. dissertation, University of WisconsinMadison, 1980.
Lacy, James M. "New Mexican Women in Early American Writings." NMHR 34
(January 1959): 41-51.
Laumbach, Verna. "Las Vegas before 1850." NMHR 7 (October 1933): 241-64.
Lecompte, Janet. "The Independent Women of Hispanic New Mexico, 18211846." Western Historical Quarterly 12 (January 1981): 17-35.
- - - . "La Tules and the Americans." Arizona and the West 20 (Autumn 1978):
215-30.
- - - . "Manuel Armijo's Family History." NMHR 48 (July 1973): 251-58.
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Magoffin, Susan Shelby. Down the Santa Fe Trail and Into Mexico: The Diary of
Susan Shelby Magoffin 1846-47. Edited by Stella M. Drumm. 1926. Reprint
ed., New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1962.
Minge, Ward Alan. "Frontier Problems in New Mexico Preceding the Mexican
War, 1840-1846." Ph.D. dissertation, UNM, 1965.
- - - . "The Last Will and Testament of Don Severino Martinez [1827]." New
Mexico Quarterly 33 (Spring 1963): 33-56.
Myres, Sandra L. "Mexican Americans and Westering Anglos: A Feminine Perspective." NMHR 57 (October 1982): 317-33.
Perrigo, Lynn I. "New Mexico in the Mexican Period, as Revealed in the Torres
Documents." NMHR 29 (January 1954): 28-40.
Read, Benjamin M. "In Santa Fe During the Mexican Regime." NMHR 2 (January
1927): 90-97.
Rodriguez, Arnold L. "New Mexico in Transition." NMHR 24 (July 1949): 184222; (October 1949): 267-99.
Sandoval, David Alex. "Trade and the Manito Society in New Mexico, 1821-1848."
Ph. D. dissertation, University of Utah, 1978.
Simmons, Marc. The Little Lion of the Southwest: A Life of Manuel Antonio
Chaves. Chicago: Swallow Press, 1973.
- - - . "New Mexico's Spanish Exiles." NMHR 59 (January 1984): 67-79.
Swadesh, Frances Leon. Los Primeros Pobladores: Hispanic Americans of the Ute
Frontier. Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1974.
Trulio, Beverly. "Anglo-American Attitudes Toward New Mexican Women." Journal of the West 12 (April 1973): 229-39.
Tyler, Daniel. "Anglo-American Penetration of the Southwest: The View from
New Mexico." Southwestern Historical Quarterly 75 (January 1972): 325-38.
- - - . "New Mexico in the 1820's: The First Administration of Manuel Armijo."
Ph.D. dissertation, UNM, 1970.
- - - . "The Personal Property of Manuel Armijo, 1829" El Palacio 80 (Fall 1974):
45-48.
Weber, David J. Foreigners in Their Native Land. Historical Roots of the Mexican
Americans. Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1973.
ART, LITERATURE, EDUCATION, AND RELIGION
Boyd, E. Popular Arts of Spanish New Mexico. Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico
Press, 1974.
Chavez, Fray Angelico. But Time and Chance: The Story of Padre Martinez of
Taos, 1793-1867. Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1981.
Cortazar, Connie. "The Santa Visita of Agustin Fernandez de San Vicente to New
Mexico, 1826." NMHR 59 (January 1984): 33-48.
Francis, E. K. "Padre Martinez: A New Mexican Myth." NMHR 31 (October
1956): 265-89.
Kessell, John L. The Missions of New Mexico Since 1776. Albuquerque: UNM
Press for the Cultural Properties Review Committee, 1980.
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McMurtrie, Douglas C. "The History of Early Printing in New Mexico: With a
Bibliography of the Known Issues of the New Mexican Press, 1834-1860."
NMHR 4 (October 1929): 372-410.
Meyer, Doris L. "Early Mexican-American Responses to Negative Stereotyping."
NMHR 53 (January 1978): 75-91.
Paredes, Raymund A. "The Mexican Image in American Travel Literature, 18311868." NMHR 52 (January 1977): 5-29.
Puckett, Fidela Miller. "Ramon Ortiz: Priest and Patriot." NMHR 25 (October
1950): 265-95.
Robinson, Cecil. Mexico and the Hispanic Southwest in American Literature.
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1977.
Sanchez, Pedro. Memorias del Padre Antonio Jose Martinez. Translated by Guadalupe Baca-Vaughn. Santa Fe: Rydal Press, 1978.
Tyler, Daniel. "The Mexican Teacher." Red River Valley Historical Review 1 (Autumn 1974): 207-21.
Wagner, Henry R. "New Mexico Spanish Press." NMHR 12 (January 1947): 1-40.
Walker, Lennie Merle. "Picturesque New Mexico Revealed in Novel as Early as
1826." NMHR 13 (July 1938): 325-28.
Waugh, Alfred S. Travels in Search of the Elephant: The Wanderings of Alfred
S. Waugh, Artist, in Louisiana, Missouri, and Santa Fe, in 1845-1846. Edited
and annotated by John Francis McDermott. St. Louis: Missouri Historical
Society, 1951.
Weigle, Marta. Brothers of Light, Brothers of Blood: The Penitentes of the Southwest. Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1976.
AMERICAN CONQUEST AND ADMINISTRATION
Bieber, Ralph P., ed. Exploring Southwestern Trails, 1846-1854. Glendale, Calif.:
Arthur H. Clark Co., 1938. Includes accounts by Philip St. George Cooke,
William Henry Chase Whiting, and Franc,;ois Xavier Aubry.
- - , ed. Marching with the Army of the West, 1846-1848. Glendale, Calif.:
Arthur H. Clark Co., 1936. Includes the journals of Abraham Robinson Johnston, Marcellus Ball Edwards, and Philip Gooch Ferguson.
Cheetham, Francis T. "First Term of the U.S. Court in Taos." NMHR 1 (January
1926): 23-41.
Cooke, Philip St. George. The Conquest of New Mexico and California, an Historical and Personal Narrative. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1878.
Emory, William Hensley. Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, from Fort Leavenworth, In Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including part of the Arkansas Del Norte, and Gila Rivers. Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van
Benthuysen, 1848. Includes the "Report of Lieutenant J. W. Abert of His
Examination of New Mexico in the Years 1846-47," "Report of Lieutenant
Colonel P. St. George Cooke of His March from Santa Fe, New Mexico to San
Diego, Upper California," and the journal of Captain A. R. Johnston.
Gibson, George Rutledge. Journal of a Soldier Under Kearny and Doniphan,
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1846-1847. Edited by Ralph P. Bieber. Glendale, Calif.: Arthur H. Clark Co.,
1935.
- - - . Over the Chihuahua and Santa Fe Trails, 1847-1848. Edited by Robert
W. Frazer. Albuquerque: UNM Press in cooperation with the Historical Society
of New Mexico, 1981.
Goodrich, James W. "Revolt at Mora, 1847." NMHR 47 (January 1972): 49-60.
Lecompte, Janet S. "Manuel Armijo and the Americans." Journal of the West 19
(July 1980): 51-63.
Loyola, Sister Mary. "The American Occupation of New Mexico, 1821-1852."
NMHR 14 (January 1939): 34-75; (April 1939): 143-99; (July 1939): 230-86.
"Report of the Citizens of New Mexico to the President of Mexico, Santa Fe,
September 26, 1846"; "Report of Gov. Manuel Armijo to the Minister of Foreign
Relations, Interior and Police"; "Col. Stephen W. Kearny to Governor Manuel
Armijo ... "; "Governor Manuel Armijo to Stephen W. Kearny ... "; and "Henry
Connelly to General Manuel Armijo." NMHR 26 (January 1951): 68-82.
Twitchell, Ralph Emerson. The History ofthe Military Occupation ofthe Territory
of New Mexico from 1846 to 1851 by the Government of the United States.
Denver: Smith-Brooks Company, 1909.
Tyler, Daniel. "Gringo Views of Governor Manuel Armijo." NMHR 45 (January
1970): 23-46.
Tyler, Sergeant Daniel. A Concise History of the Mormon Battalion in the Mexican
War, 1846-1847. Glorieta, N. Mex.: Rio Grande Press, 1964.

BOOK NOTES
Salinas: Archaeology, History, Prehistory, the annual bulletin of the School of
American Research, is available from that Santa Fe institution. It consists of six
essays on those pueblos in the Estancia Basin. Authors include Richard Lange,
Polly Schaafsma, John Wilson, and Joe Sanchez.
Documentary Publications (Route 12, Box 480, Salisbury, N. C. 28144) recently
published two books relating to the Mexican Revolution. Blood Below the Border:
American Eye-witness Accounts of the Mexican Revolution (cloth, $27.95) and
Abajo El Gringo: Anti-American Sentiment During the Mexican Revolution (cloth,
$27.95) are edited by Gene Z. Hanrahan and consist of collections of documents
on those topics.
Another important collection of documents is Papers Concerning Robertson's
Colony in Texas, vol. 9, edited by Malcolm D. McLean (University of Texas at
Arlington Press, cloth, $25.00). This large volume in an award-winning series
deals with Sterling Robertson's colony, founded in the 1830s in the area north of
Austin. The documents, which also include Spanish records for the region, consist
largely of official land grants to 132 individuals for a total of 474,630 acres. Genealogists in particular will find this volume very useful.
First published in 1963, Southwestern Book Trails by Lawrence Clark Powell
is now available from William Gannon, Publisher, 143 Sombrio Drive, Santa Fe
(paper, $7.95; library binding, $15.00). Powell focuses on the literature of the
Southwest and also along the way says a lot about people and places.
Among recent publications relating to New Mexico and the Southwest is Time,
Space, and Transition in Anasazi Prehistory by Michael S. Berry (University of
Utah Press, cloth, $20.00), a revision of a doctoral dissertation in which the author
challenges the traditional description of a gradual development ofAnasazi culture.
He argues that Basketmaker-Pueblo evolution was characterized by abrupt transitional events and that a series of droughts caused a mingling of peoples resulting
in a new synthesis of material culture traits in the ensuing stage. Berry suggests
a new way of evaluating Anasazi development although not all experts will agree
with his conclusions.
The South Corner of Time: Hopi, Navajo, Papago, Yaqui Tribal Literature,
edited by Larry Evers (University of Arizona Press, $35.00 cloth, $14.95 paper)
is a collection of prose and poetry largely by contemporary authors supplemented
by a fine group of photographs. It first appeared as a volume of Sun Tracks, an
American Indian literary series published by students and faculty at the University
of Arizona and consisted then of published and unpublished material. This is a
good collection of southwestern Indian literature and is a useful contribution to
a subject of growing interest.

Book Reviews
TUCSON, THE LIFE AND TIMES OF AN AMERICAN CITY. By C. L. Sonnichsen.
Maps by Donald H. Bufkin. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1982. Pp.
xiv, 369. IlIus., maps, bibliog., index. $29.95.
TUCSON IS THE TWENTIETH MAJOR BOOK on the Southwest published by C. L.
Sonnichsen, who is senior editor of the Jot/mal of Arizona History and H. Y.
Benedict Professor of English, Emeritus, University of Texas at EI Paso. It stands
as a model municipal history, and, like the author's other works, is lucidly written,
meticulously researched, and comprehensive in treatment.
Beginning with the founding of Tucson, 20 August 1775, by don Hugo O'Conor,
a red-headed Irishman in the employ of the Spanish government, the story follows
the development of a royal presidio on the site and the struggling efforts of Jesuits,
and later Franciscans, to establish a missionary program among the neighboring
Papagos. As a "post farthest out," to use Sonnichsen's descriptive phrase, Tucson
remained a backwater place to the end of the colonial period.
The sleepy adobe hamlet on the banks of the Santa Cruz River did not begin
to stir until the mid-nineteenth century. Evidently, isolation had produced some
advantage in the formation of citizens' character. Robert W. Bliss, who marched
through with the Mormon Battalion in late 1846, commented: "The people here
are the most friendly and intelligent I have seen of all the Spaniards."
When Congress approved the Gadsden Purchase on 29 June 1854, Tucson
became an American town and the only one of any importance between Mesilla
and San Diego. With arrival of the first Overland Mail coach in 1858, it became
a noted stage stop, infamous for bad food. "There were jerked beef, and beans,
and some things they called bread and coffee," lamented one weary passenger.
"You ate what was pushed to you."
The Civil War briefly disrupted life in the town, as it was occupied first by
Confederate troops and afterward by Gen. Henry Carleton's California Column.
In the midst of the conflict, Lincoln signed the bill (24 February 1863) creating
the territory of Arizona from the western half of New Mexico.
As the foremost community in the new territory, the author notes, Tucson
should have been designated the capital. But Carleton was opposed since it was
a hotbed of southern sympathizers. So the capital went north to Prescott. Later
in the decade, it was transferred to Tucson where the first government offices
were lodged in a series of adobe buildings with dirt floors and dirt roofs.
With advent of the railroad in 1880, respectability grew in Tucson. Economic
stimulation came from mining and stock raising in the surrounding countryside
and from the rise of merchant princes within the town itself. An invasion of healthseekers, lapping into the twentieth century, contributed both to the economy and
to the increased "Americanization" of the place.
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The author dwells at length upon the modern era-the two world wars and the
effects of the Great Depression. And, as in earlier sections, he gives emphasis to
the leading figures whose business interests and notions of progress shaped the
destiny of the expanding metropolis.
Sonnichsen does not shy away from sounding warnings and pointing out flaws
with regard to the direction Tucson is now going. That is suggested by his alliterative chapter headings: "Precarious Paradise" and "The Price of Progress." Its
remoteness from the mainstream of American life, its location in the arid reaches
of the lower Sonoran Desert, and especially its rapidly declining water supply,
he says, have led modern residents of Tucson to buy prosperity on the installment
plan, unmindful of the inexorable bill collector.
The author's sweeping perspective and efficient control of a vast number of
sources contribute to the success of the book. It should be a welcome addition
to the library of all serious southwestern readers.
Cerrillos, N.M.

MARC SIMMONS

AFTER THE GOLD RUSH: SOCIETY IN GRASS VALLEY AND NEVADA CITY, CALIFORNIA 1849-1870. By Ralph Mann. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1982.
Appendixes, notes, bibiog., index. $25.00.
THIS STUDY IS MORE THAN A TALE OF TWO TOWNS. Using the latest quantitative
methodology and computer techniques, essential to contemporary social historians, the author has provided an in-depth analysis of society on the urban mining
frontier.
The history of Grass Valley and Nevada City is presented in three distinct
periods: 1849 through 1856 when the settlements struggled for survival and attempted to establish middle-class values; 1856 through 1863, a period of economic
depression, political reorganization, and social stability; 1863 through 1870 when
the emphasis shifts to industrial mining, resulting in clashes between the foreignand native-born and between miners and owners. Throughout each period, Mann
is concerned with the ethnic mix in the communities, an effort to establish nationally recognized value systems, and the development of family structures. In
Gold Rush society he notes contrasts between these towns and the surrounding
townships. Detailed information is provided on housing, living arrangements,
occupations, boosterism, fear of impermanence, social deviation and disorder,
roles of women, the Nisenan (the local Indian tribe), Irish, Cornish, Blacks,
Chinese, and numerous other institutions and people. Emphasis in the period
was upon reform and the establishment of order, campaigns launched by newspaper editors and supporters of churches and schools that culminated in the
physical segregation of undesirable institutions and people.
Depopulation resulted from mining rushes to the Fraser River in British Columbia and to the Comstock of Nevada. Depression set in threatening the two
communities. In the struggle for survival, dissimilarities developed with Nevada
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City emphasizing commerce and Grass Valley the quartz industry. The Comstock
encouraged trade and business in Nevada City and provided improved mining
techniques that assisted Grass Valley. Nevada City became Republican; Grass
Valley, Democratic. The political partisanship in the era of the Civil War reflected
economic and ethnic differences in the two communities.
The quartz boom of the middle and late 1860s wrought many changes. The
middle class, becoming more secure and separate, bolstered family life notably
in Nevada City. In Grass Valley, ethnic and racial groups developed a greater selfconsciousness, and attempts to introduce dynamite and Chinese work forces led
to the creation of a Miner's Union and a strike. The result was an attack upon
the Chinese with Grass Valley becoming a Cornish miners' town.
The author has utilized three types of sources. Tremendous, at times almost
overwhelming, data has been gleaned from the federal censuses of 1850, 1860,
and 1870. Numerous newspapers and town directories for the two communities
provide the narrative, and the values, concerns, and attitudes of the inhabitants
are reflected in diaries, sermons, and travel accounts. With magisterial skill, Mann
has integrated, analyzed, and interpreted these divergent sources into a unified
study. In a concluding chapter he masterfully summarizes life in these communities as mining towns, frontier towns, and industrial towns and then compares
them with the findings of other such scholars of town life as Lewis Atherton,
Robert R. Dykstra, Don Harrison Doyle, and others. In the process he makes
clear the significant contribution that his generation of historians has made to our
understanding of social history, urban history, and the American West. It is a book
replete with information and ideas worthy of pondering.

University of California, Davis

W. TURRENTINE JACKSON

CUSTER VICTORIOUS: THE CIVIL WAR BATTLES OF GENERAL GEORGE ARMSTRONG
CUSTER. By Gregory J. W. Urwin. East Brunswick, N.J.: Associated University
Presses, Inc., 1983. Pp. 308. Illus., notes, bibliog., appendixes, index. $20.50.
IN THE PREFACE TO HIS BOOK, author Gregory J. W. Urwin asks: Why another
Custer book? A good question, and one reasonably answered by his belief that
research on Custer's career as a Civil War general would broaden the scope of
Custer studies, which have largely dealt with later operations leading up to the
Little Big Horn disaster. Such an approach holds great promise for the reader
interested in Civil War or the Indian wars, especially when the author modestly
claims that Custer Victorious "is the only informed analysis of its kind." Unfortunately, that promise is not fulfilled.
Urwin makes the classic mistake of identifying all western and Civil War historians as either Custerphobes or Custerphiles, ignoring the vast majority who
see the young general as neither a central figure during or after the war nor as
completely competent or incompetent. With that as a basic assumption, the book
is pitched directly at the "pro-Custer" reader, apparently with the purpose of
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providing better ammunition with which to continue "the good fight." The young
author's technique is to condemn previous unfavorable works and scholars, while
praising those that reflect his own preconceived notions. Graham, Brininstool,
Dustin, Merritt, and Van De Water are damned; Gray, Monahan, and Frost are
applauded (applause often well deserved). Moreover, the author is proud of that
lack of objectivity, pointing out that his work "is meant to strike a blow against
all those recent flawed and illiberal histories that have been foisted on the reading
public.... "
Even with such an attitude, good scholarship and good writing might have
made Custer Victorious a worthwhile contribution. Sadly, neither is present.
Urwin presents a facade of scholarship that may not be obvious to the casual
reader. He cites many primary sources, including memoirs of soldiers who served
with Custer, family letters, and the Official Records. The latter are used to support
the noncontroversial aspects of Custer's Civil War activities, while the author
carefully extracts favorable passages from the other works to support his major
contentions. Urwin overlooks many other significant sources dealing with Custer
in the Civil War. For instance, he ignores applicable unpublished theses and
dissertations. While he treats the wartime rivalry between Custer and Wesley
Merritt, he fails to consult the only biography of Merritt, even though that work
was completed eight years before Custer Victorious was released. Even worse,
the author did not use any of the important Custer holdings of the National
Archives or Library of Congress.
Perhaps as a result of these oversights, many errors of fact creep into Urwin's
book. For example, the 16 August 1864 Battle of Cedarville is described as "one
of the most brilliant actions George Custer ever directed ... scarcely paralleled
by the annals of war." However, Custer did not direct that fight; rather, he fought
beautifully under the direction of his commanders, Merritt and Torbert. The
author also errs in detailing the preliminaries to that battle, but offers no authority
for his remarkable narrative, neglecting to include a single citation for his threepage description of the subsequent combat. That kind of imprecision is more
typical than rare. In fact, Custer did not command or direct any battle during
the Civil War, but the reader would never know it from Urwin's book.
Urwin's writing style is little better than his research. In his acknowledgments,
the author describes himself as having been "a discouraged young poet." Perhaps
that is the problem. The terms "Custer," "Boy General," and "Old Curly" rotate
with amateurish regularity, as do the overly familiar terms "Marse Robert," "Old
Beauty," and unbelievably, "Bald Dick" (General Richard Ewell). At one point,
the author claims that Ewell "flung the divisions of ... Kershaw and ... Lee
back at those Yankee marplots." No wonder the South lost-faced with marplots!
Purple prose also abounds to annoy the reader.
In short, this book is an arrogant exercise in misinformation. Its subject holds
great promise for objective analysis, but what emerges in Custer Victorious is, to
use the author's terms, "hero worship by a romantically-inclined Custerphile."

Kirtland Air Force Base, N.Mex.
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WOLVES FOR THE BLUE SOLDIERS: INDIAN SCOUTS AND AUXILIARIES WITH THE
UNITED STATES ARMY, 1860-90. By Thomas W. Dunlay. Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1982. Pp. viii, 302. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $21. 95.
THIS WORK BY THOMAS W. DUNLAY brings together a wide range of historical and
cultural resources that should prove to be one of the most solid works written to
date on the subject of the American Indian and his relationship to the non-Indian.
When topics related to the West are skimmed by authors, generally it is because
the primary material is scattered and elusive. Another difficulty related to avoidance of certain topics has to do with oral history as a "solid" frame of reference.
In this work, however, Dunlay turns to a variety of resources to get at a difficult
subject.
Throughout the work he has provided ample biographical detail that helps to
explain why American Indians served as military aides, and the author also covers
a wide geographical area in time and space to get at the wide diversity of opinions
scouts represented.
This narrative is not a mere recital of actions and events in which scouts participated. Dunlay has separated his examination logically and succinctly into several major questions having to do with what kinds of men became scouts, why
they often worked against their people, and the viewpoints of other Indians and
non-Indians concerning scouting. Dunlay has interpreted his materials, utilizing,
for example, the incident at Cipicu in the White Mountains when Apache scouts
turned against the soldiers with whom they had been soldiering.
The Army seemed to care little about, or to recognize, differences among tribes,
partly of course, a historical problem since the military had, for the most part,
its point of view about the disposition of the Indian. On the other hand, Indian
viewpoints are scarce, almost nonexistent in nineteenth-century accounts. Existing accounts of Indian life have for the most part been handed down, told to
others and like any account given 100 or more years later, been subject to deterioration. In general, non-Indian authors have written most accounts although
occasionally such authors as Eve Ball have been able to record the Indian version
of what occurred during campaigns and within Indian societies. Still, most available accounts contain a European bias. When such non-Indian accounts as that
of Anton Mazzanovich are utilized, the works prove, upon closer examination, to
be good examples of a regular army soldier's viewpoint written forty years after
the events and are often ego-boosting efforts on the part of old soldiers.
More to the point, Dunlay has done an excellent job of illustrating the varied
kinds of scouts in action; he discusses movements of tribes under pressure from
other tribes and concentrates on differences among tribes. The volume has the
large overview, the grasp of the total picture-for example on page sixteen, the
view of federal officials; and on page seventeen, the concern of the army. Dunlay
has also been impartial in summing up his views in the conclusion. In addition,
he has searched widely for excellent primary archival material focusing on Indians
as scouts and on the psyche of soldiers who appreciated or disliked the scouts.
I(there are faults in this work they are not those of the author. The type face
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is too small, ergo difficult for old scouts to read. The notes are appropriate at the
back of the work. The problem, however, is that there is no bibliography. While
the bibliographical essay is fine, it does not replace a standard bibliography.
Overall, Dunlay's work deals with a number of questions about the scouts'
interaction with the army on the frontier: how they came into being, how others
viewed them, what their own people thought of them. The nagging problem,
however, that plagues all researchers interested in the history and culture of the
American Indian is the lack of sufficient primary material giving Indian viewpoints
and, conversely, the preponderance of the United States Army documents providing very diverse viewpoints.

University of San Diego

RAy BRANDES

COVERED WAGON WOMEN. DIARIES & LEITERS FROM THE WESTERN TRAILS
1840-1890. Vol. 1, 1840-1849. Edited and compiled by Kenneth L. Holmes.
Glendale, Calif.: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1983. Pp. 272. mus., map. $25.00.
THIS NEW SERIES from the Arthur H. Clark Company is designed to make available
previously "unpublished manuscripts or rare printed journals" (p. 12) that women
wrote about their experiences in the great emigration westward of the nineteenth
century. For this first book in a projected series of ten volumes, Kenneth Holmes
assembled the writings of thirteen women who made the trip west in the 1840s.
These materials now repose in private collections as well as in the Southwest
Museum Library, the Henry E. Huntington Library, the Oregon Historical Society, the Bancroft Library, and the Historical Department of the Church ofJesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. Some of the authors whose documents appear (for
example, Tamsen Donner, Virginia Reed, Keturah Belknap, Patty Sessions, and
Elizabeth Dixon Smith [Geer]) will be familiar to readers acquainted with the
historiography of women in the West since scholars have frequently cited these
women's writings. The materials from the private collections, however, have been
less accessible, and their publication may represent the most unique contribution
of the volume.
Covered Wagon Women is divided into twelve sections; for each the editor
provides an introduction to the diary or letters it contains. Letters predominate,
since nine of the thirteen authors left letters rather than diaries, but no more
than two letters by anyone correspondent appear. The introductory sections are
a noteworthy feature, as are the notes to the texts of the letters and diaries.
Holmes used contemporary newspapers, census materials, and family records to
provide a brief history of each author and to identify other people mentioned in
the documents. He also indicates where and when the letter or diary has been
published before and huw the version in Covered Wagon Women differs from
earlier renditions. And, of special import to readers interested in women's experiences in settling the West, Holmes specifies which authors left additional
records and where these are located.
Despite the useful introductions and notes, however, volume one is disap-
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pointing. A number of typos mar the text, but more important is the uneven
editing. The editorial tone varies from that of a scholar to that of a folksy neighbor
reminiscing about the "good old days." Particularly significant is Holmes's apparent
unfamiliarity with recent books whose authors have drawn heavily on some of the
writings included in this volume. No doubt his commentary would have been
enhanced had he consulted what Glenda Riley, Lillian Schlissel, Julie Roy Jeffrey,
and Sandra Myres have written about women in the West.
Nonetheless, Covered Wagon Women achieves its intended purpose and makes
available interesting documents women wrote about their western experiences.
With additional care, perhaps the succeeding volumes in the series will not only
fulfill the original intent, but exceed it.

Albuquerque

CHERYL J. FOOTE

WOMEN OF THE WEST. By Cathy Luchetti in collaboration with Carol Olwell. St.
George, Utah: Antelope Island Press, 1982. Pp. 240. Notes, iIIus., bibliog.,
chron., appendix. $25.00.
FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS historians and popular writers have more or less ignored
western women (with perhaps the exceptions of Narcissa Whitman and Calamity
Jane). But the discovery of the frontierswoman in the 1970s has brought forth a
near deluge of books purporting to illuminate the lives of "ordinary women" in
the trans-Mississippi West. The latest, and by no means the best, entry in the
field is Cathy Luchetti and Carol Orwell's Women ofthe West. The volume features
a coffee table format; edited texts of eleven women's diaries, letters, or reminiscences; and approximately 140 black and white photographs.
Although attractive in design, the book offers few new contributions to the
fields of either western or women's history. All or part of nine of the eleven texts
have been published elsewhere. The two previously unpublished manuscriptsthose of San Francisco Black woman Pauline Williamson and German immigrant
and domestic servant Anna Ogden, offer a glimpse into a little-known aspect of
women's lives, but neither is particularly helpful in revealing women's lives in
the West. Either could have been written in an eastern city as easily as in a
western one, although perhaps this is in itself an interesting point.
At first glance the photographs seem to offer more promise, but on closer
inspection, at least fifteen were published in the Time-Life volume (although
certainly some are worth seeing again); twenty-eight are of posed family groups,
many unidentified; and another dozen are formal studio portraits that tell little
about the women, their lives, or activities. Several of the full-page reproductions
have little or nothing to do with women: for example, a street scene (sans women)
in Ottawa, Kansas; an agreement in 1852 between an immigration company and
a male immigrant; and a page from a manuscript census return in 1870 remarkable
only for its seventeen Chinese.
The author warns us that this is not "an academic history" (p. 14), and indeed
it is not. There is little or no attempt at synthesis or interpretation, a number of
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statistics are included without adequate documentation, and there are several
factual errors. For example, Luchetti writes that 800,000 women "came West" (p.
14) and that 800,000 women lived "west of the Mississippi in 1900" (p. 26), but
the source of these confusing figures is obscure at best. Nor is there any excuse
for the entry in the chronology that "Texas's war of independence from Mexico"
began in 1846 (p. 218), ten years after the Texas victory at San Jacinto.
This is a pretty book, but it has little to recommend it to the serious student
or to readers familiar with the current literature.

University of Texas at Arlington

SANDRA L. MYRES

WOMEN AND WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE. Edited by Helen Stauffer and
Susan Rosowski. Troy, N. Y.: Whitson Publishing Company, 1982. Pp. v, 331.
Illus., notes. $22.50.
EVOLVING FROM THE WESTERN LITERATURE Association's meeting in 1980, this
collection of essays combines firsthand accounts of women in the West with analytical essays concentrating on myth versus reality in western literature. Under
the first of four major headings, "Shaping the Western Frontier: Women in History," June Underwood's interesting article portrays women's organizations as a
civilizing element in the westering process. Yet, these organizations are rarely
mentioned in western American literature, and when they are, they are shown
as "trivial or pernicious"-a literary stereotype antithetical to the truth. The author
posits that this literary reaction is the result of disenchantment with the statusseeking aspect of clubs and the American penchant for idealizing the loner. Women's organizations and the need for "bonding" appear mostly in autobiographies,
according to Underwood.
Susan Armitage depicts women traditionally as "reluctant pioneers," an impression gleaned from primary sources. Other firsthand accounts of westering women,
provided by Darlene Ritter and Margaret Solomon, support this impression.
Ritter's study, for example, shows how women immigrants (and probably men,
too) suffered, in addition to physical hardships, the emotional trauma of leaving
family in the Old World.
In the second section, "From Fact to Fiction, Myth as Filter," Barbara Meldrum
investigates western literature in which myth has mitigated reality and advises
us to move beyond stereotyping as some western writers have managed to do.
Dealing also with the concept of myth, David Remley skillfully analyzes much
that has been written on Sacajawea to dispel some of the myth surrounding the
Indian benefactress to the Lewis and Clark Expedition. Remley downplays the
myth of a sexual relationship, reminding readers that Sacajawea's husband Charbonneau served as guide for the expedition. Caren J. Deming's essay on miscegenation in popular western history and fiction comes to the obvious conclusion
that such a slant is denigrating to Indian and white women.
The most interesting essay of the collection, "The Emergence of Helen Chal-
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mers," by Frances M. Malpezzi shows how Frank Waters's The Woman at Otowi
Crossing transferred real life character Edith Warner from fact to fiction in the
character of Helen Chalmers. As the hostess ofa tearoom at Otowi in New Mexico,
Chalmers leads a life of primal duality leading to psychic fusion and transcendence.
At ease with Indian caciques and Los Alamos scientists alike, the protagonist stood
at the crossroads of a civilization, the meeting ground of two cultures, and of past
and future. In an astute analysis, the author shows how Waters used the Navajo
Emergence myth as a stylistic vehicle to chronicle the life of Chalmers. As the
Atomic Age is born, so too Chalmers anticipates rebirth by taking a spiritual
journey allowing her to escape the ravages of cancer through death and ultimate
transcendence to "the realm·of the mythic."
Kathleen Norris explores the western roots of feminism in Agnes Smedley's
Daughter of the Earth and concludes that the author's childhood oppression by
her parents and awareness of the low value placed on women serve as bases for
her feminism. In interviews with Sue Matthews, authors Dorothy M. Johnson
and A. B. Guthrie, Jr., discuss how they treated pioneer women in their works.
Representative of the third section, "Images in Transition and Conflict," is an
analysis by Frances Kaye of the feminism of Hamlin Garland. In a traditional
interpretation, Kaye finds the roots of Garland's feminism in his emotional identification with farm women of the middle border and their interest in the arts.
She concludes that Garland's personal conflict derived from his psychological need
to maintain his superiority over men and women and his fear of sexuality.
In an original study, John Murphy analyzes Willa Cather's character, Antonia
Shimerda, and determines that she is a counter-culture figure-a heroine who
has an illegitimate child-an image quite different from the traditional "proper
woman" heroine of that era. Cathei'ine Farmer, Patricia Lee Yongue, Joseph
Wydeven, and Mary Ellen Walsh also address conflicts between myth and historical reality.
In the final section, "Shaping Imaginative Frontiers," the works of several
individual authors are examined. Barbara Rippey studies Mari Sandoz, Samuel
Bellman analyzes Constance Rourke; Melody Graulich writes about Eudora Welty,
Elaine Jahner about Paula Gunn Allen, and James Work about Mary Austin. Of
these, the moral statements in Austin's Land of Little Rain, which Work refers
to as one of the "touchstone works of American nature writing," are relevant in
today's fast-moving technological society. For one "obsessed with one's own importance in. the scheme of things," Austin advises the human animal to reestablish
a proper relationship to the land in its natural state. For, as Indian poetess Paula
Gunn Allen states, "Iyani, we are the land."
One of the major assets of this collection is that there are numerous moral
statements for the sensitive reader to absorb. Although the essays contribute little
in the way of original interpretation, they do call attention to the stereotyping,
the myth versus reality, and the sometimes conflicting images of women as portrayed in western literature. Such consciousness-raising may serve to educate the
reader and alert the prospective writer. Therefore, despite their uneven quality
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and the inevitable typesetting and proofing errors, these essays constitute a worthy
contribution to a subject area still containing room for scholarly investigation.

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque

NECAH S. FURMAN

NEE HEMISH: A HISTORY OF JEMEZ PUEBLO. By Joe S. Sando. Foreword by
Alfonso Ortiz. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1983. Pp. xviii,
258. IlIus., appendixes, notes, bibliog., index. $19.95.
RECENT HISTORICAL LITERATURE ABOUT INDIANS has produced a more positive
view of the Native American's role in our society. However, authors of works in
this modern genre remain predominantly non-Indian. Joe Sando attempts to
balance this inequity with Nee Hemish, A History of Jemez Pueblo. Previously,
he wrote what has become a standard work on Pueblo history, but in this new
volume Sando concentrates on the reservation where he was born and raised.
His intimate knowledge of events at Jemez leaves the reader with something
more than a literary acquaintance with the village. Instead, one feels that he has
journeyed through the ancient pueblo with the aid of an excellent guide.
Given the centuries of conflict between Indians and outsiders, it is only natural
to expect a tone of resentment in a tribal history by a Native American. While
Sando understandably takes a pro-Indian point of view, his conclusions are hardly
based on mere prejudice. For example, he utilizes recent archeological studies
that refute the standard theory concerning Indian origins. He combines native
oral tradition with other origin theories to produce a more inclusive statement
on this subject.
While the question of land ownership has caused considerable consternation
for the Jemez people and other Native Americans, the author is quick to point
out that this vexation has perplexed indigenous populations throughout the world.
However, Sando demonstrates that the loss of sacred areas is particularly painful
for Native Americans because of their respect for nature and the inextricable tie
between their religious practices and the land that surrounds Indians. He strengthens the Jemez claim to their lands by documenting their claims and losses since
the American takeover of the Southwest. In addition Sando traces the histories
of various grants that comprise the modern reservation and treats efforts of the
Jemez people to receive compensation for land losses from the Indian Claims
Commission. Since most of the Jemez land problems came about after the Spanish
period, the author places most of the blame for land problems on a careless
Mexican government and irresponsible American leadership. Sando makes a particularly strong case against the United States about the condemnation of Jemez
land for the construction of the Santa Fe Northwestern Railroad in the 1920s.
Nee Hemish is not without its faults, however. For example, the author is
repetitive about the establishment of the surveyor general's office in 1854. He
also skips from one time frame to another (p. 30), which tends to make the train
of thought hard to follow. In the section on irrigation and agriculture, he cites an
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1890 report of the Interior Department, but he fails to mention the author's first
name even though it appears in the bibliography. Most exasperating is the inclusion ofAppendix V, which purports to be a comparison of Indian and Anglo cultural
values. This list is too stereotypical to display any accurate representation of either
group.
Regardless of its shortcomings, Sando's book is an excellent popular account of
the Jemez Pueblo and its people (including immigrants from Pecos). The more
personal side is covered in the chapters on native artisans, education at Jemez,
and the sport of running (in which the Jemez people have excelled throughout
their history). Sando provides an excellent and much-deserved tribute of individual people who have excelled in their fields. Finally, Sando's pride in his
heritage should discourage those who feel that reservation life represents a failure
of a communal lifestyle. Clearly this lifestyle should not be abandoned. As the
author points out, the trend of moving away from Jemez has reversed. Its residents
now find contentment in their combination of modern and traditional lifestyles.

Southern Utah State College

JIM VLASICH

CARLOS MONTEZUMA AND THE CHANGING WORLD OF AMERICAN INDIANS. By
Peter Iverson. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982. Pp. xv,
222. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $17.50.
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS has produced its second grade-B book
on Carlos Montezuma. The first, a somewhat borrowed and romantic tale published in 1951 (Oren Arnold, Savage Son), is little more than social history suggesting how that era viewed Native Americans. The second, while a vast improvement
on Arnold's story, nonetheless preserves myths and fails to demonstrate full grasp
of the abundant documentary sources on Carlos Montezuma's life and times and
the movements in which he played key roles.
The title of this book misleads; it is a partial biography of Dr. Montezumamissing some extremely critical episodes-and relates the articulate Yavapai only
to the Society of American Indians and his tribal community at Fort McDowell,
Arizona. Professor Iverson neglects Montezuma's activities with Native American
communities and organizations in California, Washington, Montana, and the Great
Lakes region. We do not see Montezuma and his attorney, Joseph W. Latimer,
cultivating the press and the many "friends-of-the-Indians" individuals and organizations of the early twentieth century. Nor do we learn anything about Latimer
himself, though the two worked closely together for more than a decade!
Carlos Montezuma dedicated his life to achieving two goals through constitutional means: citizenship for all Native Americans and abolition of the Indian
Bureau. Yet Iverson fails to cite as available a source as the Congressional Record
that documents how Montezuma's Capitol Hill supporters tried to translate his
ideas into legislation! We learn nothing from Iverson's account about the life led
in Chicago by one of the most prominent urban Indians of all time; nor does this
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book inform readers about Dr. Montezuma's extensive contacts with Native Americans in other urban centers.
The strengths of Professor Iverson's book on Carlos Montezuma lie mainly in
its updates on his participation in the Society ofAmerican Indians and in a detailed,
tightly documented account of the land and water struggles of the Fort McDowell
Yavapais. Readers interested in a complete account of Dr. Montezuma's many
lives must await a more comprehensive and thoroughly researched treatment than
Peter Iverson offers in this sadly deficient volume.

Papers of Carlos Montezuma

JOHN W. LARNER

HOPI PHOTOGRAPHERS, HOPI IMAGES. By Erin Younger and Victor Masayesva,
Jr. Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1983. Pp. 7, Ill. Illus., notes, bibliog.
$25.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.
READING THIS BRIEF WORK can be accomplished in less than two hours; yet, the
impact of life as seen by inhabitants in an almost closed society is important not
only because Hopi Indians are a society with a unique history, but also they have
endured from time predating the Spanish era in the middle of the sixteenth
century, and this pictorial history cannot be measured by its thickness.
Tracing the history of recording Hopi society by government and missionary
activities through journals, sketches, early and recent photographs, the author
has discussed what so many outsiders have failed to perceive-that these Hopis
have tolerated the outsider and, at the same time, have preserved and enhanced
traditions, despite the false images (by photographing Hopis wearing feathers,
thus equating them with a Sioux stereotype) and fixed positions (women making
baskets outside because indoor photography was impossible).
This edition is divided into two parts-first, a history, and second, an inclusion
by contemporary Hopi photographers who have recorded their people naturally
and the land beautifully: Jean Frederick's collection of people, Owen Seumptewa's
faces, Freddie Honhongva's views of villages and youngsters, Merwin Kooyahoema's and Fred Kootswatewa's panoramas of the land and villges, Georgia Masayesva's doorways and young ladies, and Victor Masayesva, Jr.'s people in homes
and as dancers.
This land in northeastern Arizona has withstood onslaughts of the Spanish,
intrusions of westward-moving Americans, and aggravations from its neighbors,
and, at the same time, has remained a peaceful vista. Here there are unparalleled
scenes seldom seen anywhere. To be able to record this scene for current and
future generations is true art-that which can be enjoyed and treasured now and
by future generations. These images and these people constitute a heritage that
is unique in this collection. It anything is omitted, it would be the identification
of places in the collection of Fred Kootswatewa, yet this does not detract from
another volume in the Sun Tracks Series from the University of Arizona Press,
which has produced a very successful series of editions in the past. What this
collection does for anyone who has never seen Hopi land and people is to introduce
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a people and their land; what it does for those of us who have been there is to
remind us of the everlasting beautiful panoramas and of those who have toiled in
and cherished a tradition and history simply known as Hopi.
St. Leo College

KARL E. GILMONT

SHADOWS OF THE INDIAN: STEREOTYPES IN AMERICAN CULTURE. By Raymond
William Stedman. Foreword by Rennard Strickland. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1982. Pp. xix, 281. Illus., notes, bibliog., chronology, index.
$24.95.
RAYMOND W. STEDMAN, PROFESSOR of English and Communications at Bucks
County (Pennsylvania) Community College, presents in this book chapter by
chapter various stereotypes of the American Indian in the hope that his fellow
Americans will overcome them and recognize the First Americans for the people
they were and are. Both Stedman and Rennard Strickland, who introduces the
book, worry that the stereotypes so long dominant in white understanding of
Indians still provide the basis of white policy now and for the future. In fact, the
author arg~es that his fellow Americans seem more insensitive to Indians than to
any other minority today.
Although the author surveys briefly the entire history of Indian imagery in all
media, he concentrates, given his purpose, on the present century and popular
culture as represented in such media as television, motion pictures, and advertising. At the end of the book Stedman presents rules by which his readers can
recognize Indian stereotypes in the popular media: demeaning vocabulary (ugh!
etc.) rather than regular conversation, infantile thinking and nonadult conceptualization, a single ethnic identity (usually Plains "feather-bonnet" tribe) as opposed to varied tribal affiliation, comic interludes of firewater and stupidity, extinct
and vanished peoples rather than living and dynamic persons, and all-noble or
all-savage, all saint-like or all-evil rather than normal individuals with homes,
families, and emotions (other than war-like).
To convey the falSity of the stereotypes, the author adopts an ironic tone and
amusing style that belies his seriousness, never more so than in his chapters on
"Indian Talk" and "Lust Between the Book Ends." His brief topical chapters argue
that Indian women are viewed customarily as either Indian princesses (the Pocahontas school) or as "squaws," a term whose derogation reduces all Indian
females to drudges or worse. Usually, and conventionally, Indian men are either
noble or wild savages, either lustful rapists or mighty warriors, either loyal shadow
companions of whites (from Friday to Chingachgook to Tonto) or implacable enemies. Miscegenation is as forbidden in modern movies as in nineteenth-century
novels, with the offspring suffering character defects for their parents' "sins." Even
recent efforts of authors and media directors to atone for their predecessors' errors
still repeat Indian stereotypes by misrepresenting tribes, motives, customs, or
languages, all in the name of ecology, liberation, or peace.
An impressive sixty-six pages of illustrations accompanies the various chapters
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showing vividly the stereotypes. The author also provides a lengthy chronology
and a short bibliography to help the reader. This book is meant more for the lay
reader rather than the scholar, for the pictures are not well identified as to date
or provenience, and the argument and footnotes are minimal. The book is interesting on the popular level, however, and should be added to the list of those
other volumes on Indian imagery that have appeared recently. It provides a good
introduction to the most prominent stereotypes. It offers not so much a comprehensive picture as the high points in a long history of misperception with emphasis
on the past seven decades.
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